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ABSTRACT 
 
 This thesis examines perceptions of normative beauty ideals among Vietnamese-
American women and the impact of these ideals on beauty seeking behaviors. I explore 
women’s lived experience of beauty via practices pursued and products consumed, and 
frame beauty work as a disciplinary practice, as well as an investment in embodied 
species of capital. I query how ideals of appearance relate to being Vietnamese within 
American culture and the critical role of appearance in affirming identity. The methods 
used were in-depth interviews (n=5), an open-ended response Internet survey (n=19), and 
a content analysis of a transnational Pond’s advertisement to which both Internet 
participants and in-depth interview participants contributed.   
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION  
 
 
 
 I once floated down a river in Laos. Awestruck by the limestone formations that 
jut from the banks of the Nam Song, I maneuvered over to the last of the watering holes 
at river’s edge, hoping to prolong the experience for just a few more moments. As often 
happens when traveling alone, I made a couple of friends there, and we floated the rest of 
the way together. One of the women was British and the other, half-British, half-Filipino. 
Late in the day, the woman from the Philippines realized she was sunburned and, to no 
one in particular, I heard her say, “oh well, this light skin of mine…I guess I can’t 
complain, it’s made me a lot of money.” As I later learned, she is something of a 
supermodel in the Philippines and in the months and years since we met, I occasionally 
track her ad campaigns, most of which she posts to her Facebook page. Her portfolio is 
extremely diverse, but I noticed she recently served as the spokeswoman for a skin 
whitening product. 
In the Philippines, market research found that fifty percent of the population 
regularly uses skin whitening products (Glenn 2009, Rondilla & Spickard 2007). In 2012, 
a Filipino health and environmental public interest group purchased a dozen different 
skin lightening creams, and their findings indicated eleven of the twelve contained 
recklessly illegal amounts of mercury (EcoWaste Coalition 2012). While the Food and 
Drug Administration of the Philippines states that no more than 1ppm of mercury is 
permitted in consumer products (Lazo 2011), the eleven products tested contained 
between 977 and 12,600ppm of mercury (EcoWaste Coalition 2012). Even more 
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frightening is the product from Mexico that contains 56,000ppm of mercury; it was 
identified in several locations around the United States. Investigators discovered the 
product after one user was found suffering from mercury poisoning; her blood contained 
over 100 times the expected amount (CDPH 2011). The California Department of Public 
Health outlines the effects of mercury as follows: 
Signs and symptoms of mild to moderate toxicity due to inorganic 
mercury may include nervousness and irritability, difficulty with 
concentration, headache, tremors, memory loss, depression, insomnia, 
weight loss, and fatigue. Other symptoms may include numbness or 
tingling in hands, feet, or around the lips. Renal effects include proteinuria, 
nephrotic syndrome, and renal tubular acidosis. Gingivitis and excessive 
salivation may also occur. In children, prolonged exposure to inorganic 
mercury may also cause acrodynia, irritability, anorexia, and poor muscle 
tone. [CDPH 2011] 
 
 While the vignette that opens this chapter occurred in Laos and concerns a woman 
from the Philippines, it is a telling illustration of the transnational popularity of skin 
whiteners throughout Southeast Asia. In Laos, where skin whitening products are very 
popular, many women drive their motorbikes with one hand on the throttle, while the 
other carries an umbrella to shield their face from the sun. In Vietnam, where skin 
whitening is also a dominant aspect of beauty culture, women frequently cover every part 
of their body with the exception of their eyes. They wear long sleeves and pants, socks 
with sandals and high heels, opera-length gloves that nearly hit the shoulder, and full 
masks which cover the neck and face. The New York Times ran an article exposing the 
phenomena of women in China who even wear ski masks to the beach because they are 
“‘afraid of getting dark’” (Levin 2012).  
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According to NPR, products that lighten and whiten skin account for nearly half 
of the global cosmetics industry (NPR 2009), a figure expected to hit $10 billion by 2015 
(Sayeed 2010).  The appearance of whiteness grants privilege to those who can claim it, a 
reality that the beauty industry has capitalized on since its inception (Buckley & Fawcett 
2002, Morag 2009, Peiss 1998, Thomas 2009). In addition to Southeast Asia and Mexico, 
whitening is a rampant practice in South Asia and Africa (Saraswati 2010, Okafor 2007, 
Karnani 2007, Sue 2009). Mercury is by far the most toxic substance whiteners contain, 
but other common lightening agents like hydroquinone and steroids also pose serious 
health hazards to users (CSC 2008, Mahe et al. 2005, Okafor 2007, WHO 2011). In spite 
of the potential danger that skin whitening poses, the product category, and the profit it 
generates, continues to grow.  
While medical anthropology has remained relatively silent on the issue of skin 
whiteners, scholars in other disciplines have examined both their use and the underlying 
motivations behind the desire for lighter skin among people of color. Sociologist 
Margaret Hunter defines colorism as “the system that privileges the lighter skinned over 
the darker-skinned people within a community of color” (Hunter 2003:176). Her work 
explores how social status based on skin color generates what has been termed a 
“pigmentocracy” within African-American and Mexican-American communities. So 
constrained by this hierarchy of color, the experience of individuals is measurably 
affected by others’ perception of their skin tone; higher social status is conferred on those 
with lighter skin, which also has positive implications for life outcomes across the 
domains of education, occupation, earnings, and partner choice (Hunter 2003).  
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Building on an understanding of Mexico’s mestizos (mixed-race individuals), 
Christina Sue explores colorism in the Mexican context (2009). Sue historically 
contextualizes the national ideology of mestizaje  (race mixture) and points to this 
concept as one of integral importance to post-Revolution nation building projects and, 
subsequently, to Mexican national identity. Mestizaje was an ideology embraced by 
public figures and politicians at the turn of the twentieth century; it was both a means to 
combat Eurocentric racism and to instill a sense of national pride among citizens. Sue’s 
fieldwork aimed to deconstruct this so-called “race-blind” ideology, observing how 
discourses about color merely replaced discourses about race. It was not that one was 
white or black, but if everyone was mestizaje, what mattered to social perception was 
where an individual’s color fell on the spectrum from light to dark. Sue emphasized that 
even though “national ideology equates a Mexican identity with mixed-race status, the 
focus is on being phenotypically white” (2009:127). Her research demonstrated that the 
use of lightening products and the selection of lighter-colored mates were important 
strategies for self-identified Mexican mestizos to elevate their social status, as well as 
their offspring’s.  
Alexander Edmonds encountered a very similar discourse about color in Brazil. 
He proposes that over 130 terms for skin color were identifiable in everyday speech, 
however, those most frequently used had the same root in Portuguese as the Spanish 
terms referenced by Sue. Similar to mestizaje and Mexican identity, Edmonds puts forth 
the term mestiçagem, defined as a “cultural paradigm that represents the nation as racially 
mixed and which deemphasizes clear racial boundaries between groups” (Edmonds 
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2010:127-128). As Sue shows with her exploration of mestizaje, so too does Edmonds 
conclude about mestiçagem; both are ideologies that celebrate an inclusive identity, while 
concealing racism under the guise of color.  
These scholars worked with populations from the American continents and their 
analyses are based on similar colonial histories and a shared connection to the Atlantic 
slave trade. Their work on colorism is helpful for understanding how racism becomes 
internalized within communities of color, but a common history of European domination 
facilitates their comparison. The notion that white is right is consistent with the ideology 
of European superiority, yet the privileging of lighter skin in other parts of the world may 
not stem solely from the geopolitics of Europe’s rise to power. Rondilla and Spickard, for 
instance, stake their claim that, though functionally similar to colorism among other US 
minorities, the presence of a color hierarchy among Asian-Americans is compounded by 
the elevated status of whiteness in pre-colonial Asian cultures, in addition to the arrival of 
the Western aesthetic to the East (2007). In all cases, however, the proximate relationship 
of appearance to power remains critical for understanding the value placed on lighter skin. 
This is particularly salient for women when the conflation of beauty and skin color serves 
to limit the agency of those who did not inherit the “correct” color.   
There is ample research to suggest that beauty functions as a form of capital in the 
social marketplace (Jaeger 2011, Hunter 2003, Hamermesh & Biddle 1994). Both 
qualitative and quantitative studies have proposed that attractiveness yields social gain by 
way of others’ perception of personality and capability, confidence, choice of mate, and 
educational or occupational opportunities (Jokela 2009, Judge et. al 2009, Glenn 2009, 
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Rondilla & Spickard 2007, Mobius & Rosenblat 2006). In this context, beauty is an 
attainable state rather than a natural given; it is defined by the commodity consumption of 
beauty products and practices like exercise, fashion, dieting, and various medical and 
cosmetic procedures. Alexander Edmonds, in his ethnographic account of plastic surgery 
in Brazil, suggests that “beauty hierarchies do not simply mirror other hierarchies of 
wealth or status” (2010: 20). He believes that “attractiveness has a social effect that 
seems to short-circuit other networks of power” and  “can grant power to those excluded 
from other systems of privilege based in wealth, pedigree, or education” (2010:18-20).  
 Women are socialized to believe that to possess beauty is to possess a uniquely 
gendered form of social power; many examples of this power can be found in mythology, 
folklore, literature, and popular culture (e.g. “the face that launched a thousand ships” or 
the “femme fatale”). So positioned in our understanding of the social world, beauty’s 
“promise for a more fair future” (Nguyen 2011: 362) necessitates the usage of products 
and procedures to amplify, improve, or correct one’s looks; these products and 
procedures evoke beauty and are therefore represented as critical commodities for women 
to acquire. Skin whiteners are but one of many products and procedures used in the quest 
for beauty that can lead to adverse health effects. For example, many of the popular 
brand-name lipsticks in the United States market are permitted to contain low doses of 
lead (FDA 2011a), although research has shown that even low doses may have negative, 
neurocognitive effects on adults (Grandjean 2010).  It is this discordance between cost, 
benefit, beauty, and health that medical anthropology is best situated to examine.  
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By defining and perpetuating idealized standards of beauty, the industry profits 
from its ability to meet a diverse array of consumer aspirations (Jones 2008). In the 
capitalist culture of beauty, there will always be another problem to correct or feature to 
improve upon, and there will certainly always be a product or service that claims to offer 
a solution. Included below is an excerpt from an annual report of the world’s largest 
cosmetics company, L’Oréal: 
For more than a century L’Oréal has been pushing back the boundaries of 
science to invent beauty and meet the aspirations of millions of women 
and men. With the opening up of the emerging markets, L’Oréal’s 
mission is broadening in response to the vast diversity of 
populations…Knowledge of different cultures and rituals worldwide 
enables the laboratories to anticipate and invent the products of the future. 
L’Oréal’s ambition is to be an exemplary corporate citizen. To help make 
the world a more beautiful place. [L’Óreal 2010: 3] 
 
I am not sure a more compelling illustration of beauty industry values could be found. So 
depicted, the intersection of science, beauty, culture, and commerce is a domain closely 
tied to women’s health. 
The popularity of whiteners in Vietnam, coupled with a prolific beauty culture in 
the United States, represents an interesting cross-section of beauty ideals and practices. 
This was my rationale for choosing a sample of Vietnamese-American women living in 
Boston around whom to structure this qualitative research project. Their voices are a 
small representation of a large group of people, but the shared sentiments among the five 
women I interviewed indicates some degree of generalizability to the conclusions I draw 
in the body of this thesis. There are over 45,000 Vietnamese in the Metro-Boston area 
(IAAS 2009), a figure unlikely to include overseas or out of state individuals studying at 
the area’s many colleges and universities. A comparably large portion of this population, 
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over twenty-six percent, are “young adults” between the ages of 18 and 34 (Watanabe et. 
al 2004). Considering two relevant points—that 94% of all Asian-American young adults 
are either foreign-born or of foreign parentage (Rumbaut & Komaie 2010), and that post-
Vietnam War US policy resulted in three major waves of Vietnamese immigration 
(Campi 2005)— it was reasonable to conclude that most Vietnamese women between the 
ages of 18 and 34 are first or second generation immigrants. Whether born in the United 
States or not, this age cohort represents a segment of Vietnamese who were most likely 
raised from a young age in the United States, and socialized into adulthood within 
American culture.  
At various points in this thesis I reference my personal experiences in Vietnam. I 
lived in the country’s economic capital, Ho Chi Minh City (formerly Saigon), for a total 
of two years that span close to a decade. I spent several months there in 2003, where I 
took language and history classes at the University of Social Sciences and Humanities; I 
lived with a family for a period and remain close friends with my “homestay sister” who 
has since moved to the United States. I returned for ten months in 2010, and for another 
six months in 2011; both times I taught English as a foreign language and worked to 
develop my Vietnamese language skills.  
This thesis examines how Vietnamese-American women relate to the concept of 
beauty. In Chapter Two, I outline the theoretical approaches to understanding the body 
and the self. I draw on the thinking of inter-disciplinary philosophers, exploring how their 
philosophies have been construed within medical anthropology. In the first section of the 
chapter, I construct an overview of my phenomenological approach to understanding 
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participants’ lived experience, as well as the critical medical anthropology framework 
through which my analysis was conducted. In the second part of the chapter, I build a 
brief but pertinent history of beauty ideals since the eighteenth century, the impact of 
colonial othering on indigenous perceptions of the body, and the rise of the cosmetics 
industry as a driving force for consumption. 
In Chapter Three, I outline the methods used and the results of this thesis study. I 
discuss my research design, sampling procedures, and forms of inquiry and analysis. I 
discuss the project’s Boston University School of Medicine Institutional Review Board 
process and amendments that were made after the initial design of the project. In the last 
part of the chapter I discuss the broad results of the in-depth interviews that were 
conducted, the responses to the Internet questionnaire I distributed, and the analysis of a 
series of Pond’s TV commercials that aired in Asia.  
In Chapter Four, I discuss how participants perceive their appearance in relation 
to what they hope to project into the world. I discuss the discordance between personal 
preferences of taste and the social meanings attached to particular forms of appearance. I 
draw on Foucault’s concept of discipline to convey how everyday tasks of attending to 
one’s looks brings the body into dialogue with norms of feminine presentation. In the last 
section of the chapter, I discuss “taking care” of the body as a means to articulate a 
theoretical relationship between Foucauldian discipline and Bourdieu’s concepts of 
capital, habitus, and the social field. When participants take care of their bodies, they do 
so not only to establish themselves in relation to normative ideals, but because caring for 
the body offers prospects in other domains of social experience.  
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Chapter Five is dedicated to considering Vietnamese identity within the context of 
female appearance. I examine the notions of “real” and “ideal” Vietnamese femininity in 
order to query how social expectations contribute to participants’ understanding of their 
bodies and their selves. The chapter explores how culture constructs individuals’ attitudes 
and beliefs about the body and the self and why appearance becomes a marker for 
authenticity/ambiguity in terms of perceptions of others’ identity. 
The last portion of the research aspect of this thesis is an analysis of a Pond’s 
advertisement campaign, to which Chapter Six is devoted. I begin the chapter with a 
concise history of the Pond’s company to provide context for the marketing efforts 
analyzed. I elicited both Internet respondents’ and in-depth interview participants’ 
feedback on different aspects of the campaign’s themes, and conducted a personal 
analysis of a four-part episodic series into which their feedback was incorporated. 
The last portion of this thesis, Chapter Seven, contains the conclusions at which I 
arrived over the course of this project’s period of research, analysis, and writing. Overall, 
I explore how participants experience normative beauty ideals through their perceptions 
of self, and I examine their consumption practices. I query the role of beauty industry 
marketing, as well as the influence of the media and celebrity culture on participants’ 
beauty beliefs. My final conclusions are more nuanced, but what I found was that the 
practice of skin whitening may indeed fall away in the process of assimilation to 
American culture, but the significance of skin color decidedly does not
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CHAPTER 2: BACKGROUND 
 
 
The Anthropology of Beauty 
 
cos·met·ic 
n.  
1. a powder, lotion, lipstick, rouge, or other preparation for beautifying the face, skin, hair, nails, etc.  
2. cosmetics, superficial measures to make something appear better, more attractive, or more impressive 
 
 
Any analysis of physical attractiveness, or in another word, beauty, necessarily 
begins with an exploration of the unit we label as such: the body. While medical 
anthropology has assumed, as a founding premise of the discipline, the need to refute the 
Cartesian split between mind and body, anthropology more broadly seeks to link the 
collective meaning of culture to the behavioral practices of the individual. The body-self, 
the individual, the social agent; but for epistemological nuance, these terms refer to a 
single unit of anthropological analysis: the embodied self as both object and subject of 
culture. 
Fusing Merleau-Ponty’s concept of the preobjective with Bourdieu’s concept of 
habitus, Thomas Csordas proposes an analytical paradigm that locates the “existential 
ground of culture” (1990:5) in the perceiving and projecting “body in the world” (1990:9). 
Referencing Merleau-Ponty’s notion of perceptual consciousness, Csordas posits the goal 
of phenomenological anthropology is “to capture that moment of transcendence in which 
perception begins, and, in the midst of arbitrariness and indeterminacy, constitutes and is 
constituted by culture” (1990:9). The body and its sense ability to perceive the world is 
the “necessary intermediary between the real world and perception” (Merleau-Ponty 
2007:9) through which external stimuli must pass in order to be assigned meaning. 
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Everything about our social world is realized in the process of perception, from the 
function of naming a thing to the formulation of thought; thus, as Csordas argues, any 
attempt to understand culture must begin with this concept of embodiment, the discrete 
unit of human experience.  
Csordas also references Bourdieu, drawing on the latter’s concept of habitus in 
order to discuss how embodied selves interact with the structures of the social world. Not 
entirely dissimilar to Merleau-Ponty, Bourdieu’s interest is also in collapsing the duality 
of mind and body. Contrasting the two thinkers’ arguments, Csordas asserts that,  
For Merleau-Ponty the body is a “setting in relation to the world,” and 
consciousness is the body projecting itself into the world; for Bourdieu the 
socially informed body is the “principle generating and unifying all 
practices,” and consciousness is a form of strategic calculation fused with 
a system of objective potentialities. [1990:8] 	  
Merleau-Ponty’s theory is helpful for understanding the perceptual process by which 
embodied selves make meaning of their worlds, but Bourdieu’s concept helps to uncover 
not just how the world is perceived, but how embodied selves navigate it. In Bourdieu’s 
view, the world, or what he calls the social field, is continually created and recreated by 
the interaction of embodied agents with the structures of society (Wacquant 1992).  As 
Csordas put it, agents make “strategic calculation” based on the “the totality of 
aspirations and practices” (1990:11) their bodies have been endowed with, contributing in 
myriad and infinite ways to the structure of the social field on which they play. 
Understanding habitus to be the embodied version of the “species of capital” (Wacquant 
1992:7) available in the social field makes clear what Csordas’s use of the term argues: 
bodies are cast in the social field they inhabit.  
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 While Csordas is primarily concerned with understanding embodiment as it 
relates to agency, Scheper-Hughes and Lock analyze three distinct orientations to the 
body, not to suggest synthesis, rather to broaden medical anthropology’s treatment of the 
body in culture. Their thinking originates in the assumption “of the body as 
simultaneously a physical and symbolic artifact, as both naturally and culturally produced, 
and as securely anchored in a particular historical moment” (1987:7). On three planes of 
analysis they discuss the lived experience of the body-self, the body as symbol of society, 
and the body politic. Having already discussed Csordas’s treatment of the body-self, it is 
to these latter constructions that I would like to draw attention. The symbolic body or, to 
Scheper-Hughes and Lock, the Social Body, is a domain of experience in which the 
performance of gender is brought to the fore; for this reason, I will delay its discussion 
until later pages. Here, then, I would like to address the notion of the body politic, or, in 
Scheper-Hughes and Lock’s view, the poststructuralist’s body and “the most dynamic in 
suggesting why and how certain kinds of bodies are socially produced” (1987:8).   
 In Scheper-Hughes and Lock’s analysis, the body politic is a constructed ideal, an 
image of correctness that the hegemonic power promulgates, a norm designed to inspire 
individual body-selves to conform to “the needs of the social and political order” 
(1987:26). Invoking a Darwinian sense of fitness, the culturally, politically, and 
economically correct bodies are often “beautiful, strong, and healthy” (1987:25), yet the 
variation of these values across societies and over time indicate that what is “correct” is 
not always oriented towards the health of body-selves; in fact, it can often “entail gross 
distortions of human anatomy” (1987:26). Interestingly, the distorted examples the 
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authors cite are all gender based: foot binding, corseting, and eating disorders. It would 
seem that women are most often the victims of unrealistic ideals-made-norms by the 
body politic. It is on this point that Scheper-Hughes and Lock make clear the importance 
of Foucault for understanding how women’s bodies have come to be subordinated by 
their visibility and employed for capitalist profit.  
A term coined to denote the “numerous and diverse techniques for achieving the 
subjugation of bodies and the control of populations” (1990:140), Foucault’s concept of 
biopower is the foundation for much of his social theory. Biopower is enigmatic and 
ubiquitous, a hegemon that seeks to distribute “the living in the domain of value and 
utility” (1990:144), to optimize, to hierarchize, and to make live (in very specific ways). 
In order to elucidate this abstraction, Foucault provides two analytical units, the 
techniques and technologies of power. On the one hand, the techniques are “present at 
every level of the social body” (1990:141) and oscillate between two polar functions: to 
discipline the individual body and to regulate the body politic. If the techniques of power 
refer to a spectrum of management strategies, then it is the technologies of power that 
exact control over the body. Among the most significant of these technologies is 
sexuality. Deployed as a categorical unit and mechanism of biopolitical control, sexuality 
appropriates the entire spectrum of techniques, from individual identity to the vitality of 
the body politic. Perceived through this lens of artifice, Foucault illustrates how the body 
has come to be associated with particular normative traits, ways of being that assume the 
status of natural givens: masculine and feminine.  
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 Erica Reischer and Kathryn Koo, in their discussion of the body beautiful, lay a 
solid foundation for the analysis of women’s embodiment in this thesis. Considering the 
female body from two complementary perspectives, they argue that “women’s bodies, 
and social constructions of the ideal female form, do more than reflect women’s position 
in society: they offer a powerful means for negotiating, redefining, and reconceptualizing 
that position” (2004:315). Like Csordas, they believe “the bodies we cultivate are 
ultimately indexes and expressions of the social world they inhabit” (2004:299); and like 
Scheper-Hughes and Lock’s notion of the social body, they draw on Mary Douglas’s 
work to discuss “the body as the site of symbolic representation” (2004:300). 
Approaching the body beautiful from these two angles, the body as agent and the body as 
symbol, the authors demonstrate how women can choose to enact the social symbolism of 
the body to maximize their capacities as social agents. Beauty, then, is “an embodied 
concept that is not simply an articulation of dominant cultural values but also a 
negotiation of them” (2004:299).  
 What I hope to have established up to this point is the importance of the body to 
theories of culture and its prominent position within medical anthropology scholarship. 
Ideals of appearance are about more than looks, for they signal moral truths about the self. 
This is especially salient for women, whose bodies and selves have historically been 
subjected to rigid expectations and the judgment of the patriarchal gaze. What I intend to 
focus on for the remainder of this chapter is how ideas surrounding feminine beauty have 
developed in recent history and how the domain of cosmetics and aesthetic care has come 
to be an essential practice for the performance of gender. For its complicity in 
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constructing ideals of appearance, the role of the beauty industry will figure prominently 
in this historical overview.   
 
Constructing Beauty and Building Bodies 
I have heard of your paintings too, well enough;  
God has given you one face and you make yourselves 
another… [Hamlet III. i.]  
 
 
I am inclined to wonder if the history of cosmetics usage is as ancient as human 
culture itself. We know, for example, that the Egyptians and the Greeks used cosmetics, 
but the origin of what is now a flourishing and lucrative consumer industry is, at the very 
least, traced to Renaissance Europe. Like much of what defined beauty in the 
Renaissance, consumer cosmetics first appeared in Italy. In 1533, Catherine de’Medici 
brought to France the “practice of wearing rouge and face paint” (Morag 2009:13); the 
French court embraced this aesthetic and quickly adopted the cosmetic style. Surely just 
one among many transnational beauty exchanges, the arrival of cosmetics to France 
began a long infatuation, to the extent that “by the eighteenth century, France had become 
the center of both the fashion [industry] and production of perfumes and cosmetics” 
(Morag 2009:13).  
The French legacy is readily apparent in today’s beauty culture, in which many 
French firms and design houses have become symbols of beauty, fashion, and taste. We 
may speak of the ‘iconic’ Chanel handbag or consider that L’Oreal is the largest grossing 
cosmetics firm in the world. An implicit French influence has even worked its way into 
the very language we use. I would venture to say that most contemporary women are 
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familiar with the French terms eau de toilette and eau de parfum as standardized 
descriptions of perfume concentration; I would also suggest their usage is more English 
than it is French (in the context of American women discussing fragrance). Though 
‘blush’ is perhaps a more modern term, English has also adopted the French word rouge, 
as a noun, the color cosmetic for cheeks, and a verb, the action of application. These are 
terminologies whose modern meanings were born in eighteenth century France, along 
with the industry devoted to the improvement and modification of appearance.  
 In France, during the 1700’s, cosmétique products were divided into two 
categories: those that offered to enhance and improve (creams and lotions) and “those 
that masked imperfections and created the illusion of color” (Morag 2009:14). Among 
the latter category, the two most popular products were blanc and rouge. As Martin 
Morag illustrates in his history of cosmetics commerce: 
The dominant aesthetic in eighteenth-century France was for women and 
men to show their respectability and class through the whiteness of their 
skin. Fashionable women took many precautions to preserve fair skin, 
such as using parasols and hats to keep the sun out. People not born with 
flawless features (and few were) covered their faces with heavy makeup, 
which became over time more respectable than naturally light skin. Elites 
applied white face paint in thick layers across the entire face and shoulders 
to erase signs of aging, disease, and freckles…If face paint was the 
foundation of all elite toilettes, rouge was the finishing touch, meant to 
highlight the wearer’s shiny white skin. [2009:14-15] 
 
The blanc of the French elite was quite literally paint, closer in composition to what 
would go on a canvas or a wall than to what we term “foundation” in today’s market. It 
was a mask of sorts, a reconstituting of appearance that both delineated the elites from the 
commoners, but also homogenized a singular ideal of beauty in the French court. Though 
rouge and blanc were the primary forms of cosmetics usage, some courtiers also glued 
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silk ‘beauty marks’ on their face and others would trace 
their neck veins in blue (Morag 2009:15); both were 
efforts to further accentuate the skin’s whiteness. Even 
the skin creams and lotions that sought to enhance 
beauty, rather than construct it, were conceived in the 
frame of improvement through lightening the skin.   
 Perfume was another branch of the beauty 
industry that became popular around the same 
time as blanc and rouge. Fragrance was a 
means to conceal body odor in a time when washing the body was not common practice. 
Lingering humoral beliefs and plague-related taboos about washing with water did not 
subside until the nineteenth century; not until then did “personal cleanliness assume the 
status of an indicator of moral, social, and racial superiority” (Jones 2008:127). Due to 
revolutionary new technology, manufacturing capabilities, and the free market mentality 
that arose out of the Industrial Revolution, it was early nineteenth-century England where 
soap companies (and future conglomerates) like Proctor & Gamble (1837), Pears (1789), 
and Lever Brothers (1884) were born.  
The emergence of the soap market proved the true precursor of the contemporary 
cosmetics industry. To the modern consumer, a utilitarian product like soap is perhaps 
quite distant from the more whimsical end of cosmetics and skin care, although 
nineteenth century consumers would have disagreed. Washing with soap and water was a 
previously unheard of phenomenon carried by the flood of social and political changes 
FIGURE 1. 18th Century French 
Fashion Plate (Blum 1982)   
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occurring in the nineteenth century. A number of historical events during that period 
contributed to a shift in values that, in turn, increased consumer demand for soap. 
However, it was soap manufacturers who early perceived and integrated that cultural shift 
into their advertising strategies and who were ultimately responsible for transforming a 
generic household product into a branded commodity.  
The nineteenth century was a revolutionary period for scientific and industrial 
advances. Rapid and widespread urbanization brought the likelihood of epidemic disease 
to the fore. In response to these pervasive problems, “public health” departments were 
born, and governments in Europe and the United States began implementing large-scale 
infrastructure projects that piped in clean water, drained sewage, paved streets, and 
attempted early efforts to regulate housing (Jones 2010, Stewart 2001). The ongoing 
development of germ theory during this period solidified the connection between 
hygienic cleanliness and human health. These early public health initiatives took place at 
the policy level, yet simultaneously, soap manufacturers in the private sector generated 
what was effectively public health propaganda. These consumer-researched and 
strategically executed advertising campaigns were critical for implanting the new social 
values in the minds of the masses (Jones 2010).  
Soap marketers did more than sell a brand image; their campaigns bombarded 
consumers with an entirely new idea: clean is good. Soap ads linked cleanliness to the 
West’s claim to global superiority and suggested the product’s use was something of a 
moral imperative. Geoffrey Jones ironically remarks, “the dirtiest people in the world had 
reinvented themselves as the cleanest, and with the zeal typical of recent converts, 
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preached the gospel of cleanliness across the world to 
all their colonized, unwashed masses” (2010:71-72). In 
his book Colonial Pathologies, medical historian 
Warwick Anderson illustrates well the imposition of 
hygienic regulation upon colonized subjects in the 
Philippines. The US-instituted public health program 
taught self-governing hygiene practices in order to 
transform “recovering natives” into “probationary 
citizen subjects” (Anderson 2006:3).  
Pulled from Anderson’s book, the 
copy of the ad above, an 1899 advertisement for Pears’ soap, reads, “the first steps 
towards lightening the white man’s burden is through teaching the virtues of cleanliness. 
Pears’ Soap is a potent factor in brightening the dark corners of the earth as civilization 
advances, while amongst the cultured of all nations it holds the highest place—it is the 
ideal toilet soap” (2006:55). As is clear from the ad copy, the soap business and 
hygiene’s moral status were thoroughly enmeshed in the process of civilizing non-
Western people.  
The concept of the “noble savage,” or some corollary of it, is one that often 
characterized early Western attitudes towards “other,” non-European populations 
(Anderson 2006, Edmonds 2010, Said 1978). Scholars have analyzed texts written by 
early colonialists and traders in the East, which describe the appearance of those they 
encountered and, as people are still inclined to do, assigned character traits on the basis of 
FIGURE 2. Pears’ Advertisement, Harpers 
Weekly September 20, 1899 (Anderson 2006) 
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their unfamiliar appearance (Barnes 2005, Proschan 2002). Women’s bodies were 
especially susceptible to this form of othering, as men from the West could use their 
“knowledge” about appropriate feminine appearance (i.e., Western women) to objectify 
and sexualize natives on the basis of their perceived character flaws (Edmonds 2010, 
Proschan 2002).  
 In Frank Proschan’s analysis of French colonial depictions of Vietnamese gender, 
he argues: 
In their broadest patterns these constructions coincide with the familiar 
processes of colonialism, exoticizing, and orientalism: the Asian male is 
typically effeminized, the Asian female is typically eroticized, and the 
Asian landscape becomes at once a site for Europeans to indulge in 
forbidden pleasures and a torrid cesspool of disease and degeneracy. Yet 
in their sociohistorical specificity and irreducible complexity, marked 
simultaneously by overall coherence and countless internal contradictions, 
these constructions of the Vietnamese resist simplistic characterization as 
the inevitable products of a uniform, monolithic, and universal colonialism. 
[2002:437] 
 
As evidenced from a series of colonial-era texts, Proschan posits that the appearance of 
the Vietnamese baffled the colonial French. They found it difficult to distinguish between 
men and women when both genders wore similar garments, maintained long hair styled 
in a similar manner, were comparable in stature, and also because Vietnamese men, as 
whole, have very little facial hair. This perceived lack of distinction between the 
Vietnamese genders functioned as something of a continuum – a body’s position could 
fluctuate by context and what best served the colonial gaze. 
 Following the “familiar processes of colonialism,” Vietnamese women were 
eroticized and sexualized as objects of colonial desire. But atypical of colonial othering, 
they were also masculinized, described as having “stocky” bodies and “graceless” busts, 
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and engaging in such activities as smoking, chewing betel, and performing manual labor 
(2002:442). This view of women as unfeminine and therefore repulsive also served to 
license homosexual behavior; Proschan articulates the notion that women’s appearance 
compelled colonials to seek the company of Vietnamese men, among whom more 
feminine characteristics could be found. Implying a degree of moral freedom for French 
who desired to engage in homosexual relations, he quotes French novelist, Claude Farrère, 
as saying, “‘men and women [are] so similar that one is tricked at the beginning, and then 
later pretends to be tricked’” (2002:442).  Proschan concludes that constructions of 
gender via perceptions of Vietnamese appearance had as much to do with the politics of 
gender and sexuality in France as they did with what French colonials saw in their 
subjects.  
 Although the French colonial gaze was influential in constructing gendered 
Vietnamese bodies, pre-colonial indigenous attitudes toward gender roles did not 
completely dissolve in the face of this colonial othering. What the French viewed as a 
lack of distinction between the 
sexes might actually have been 
a relative form of equality, one 
that was impossible to 
conceive of within European 
social conventions. The 
legends and oral history of 
Vietnam illustrate an alternative femininity in which beauty, patriotic nationalism, and 
FIGURE 3. The Trung Sisters (King) 
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physical prowess coexist in beliefs surrounding womanhood. The story of the Trung 
sisters is one historical legend that is often reiterated in both pre-colonial and post-
colonial Vietnamese literature. The sisters’ successful rebellion against Chinese 
occupation in 40AD is seen as a historical marker for Vietnamese independence; 
demonstrative of their national importance, every major city in Vietnam has a street 
called Hai Bà Trung, translated, ‘the two Trung women.’ Articulating the significance of 
the Trung sisters to Vietnamese beliefs about gender, historian Sarah Womack observes:  
The very fact that the Trung sisters could at once be paragons of female 
beauty and the leaders of a violent rebellion shows that ‘traditional’ 
gender roles were not so strongly set in stone that they could not be 
blended in a single figure. While in some twentieth century hagiography 
the sisters are removed from their places as leaders of the rebellion by 
male characters, in the pre-colonial era their contribution to Viet identity 
and solidarity, while not increased by their gender, was at least not 
significantly reduced by it. [1995:36-37] 
 
Womack’s contrast between pre- and post-colonial depictions of the Trung sisters 
suggests the effect that Western intervention had on gender roles, but as I will discuss 
further in Chapter Five, the Vietnamese woman as a symbol of beauty and military 
strength remained not only relevant but virulently powerful in the twentieth century.  
The concomitant processes of revolution, colonial expansion and mass-market 
production established new linkages between commodity consumption and social ideals 
of the body-self. In addition to establishing hygiene as a means to define social status 
(Anderson 2006, Jones 2008), the rampant change of the nineteenth-century also raised 
debate over the morality of cosmetics use. Following the European revolutions of the 
1800’s, the new middle class distanced themselves from the body ideals of the elite, 
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while, in the United States, a novel consumer segment was born when slavery was 
abolished (Peiss 1998).  
Aptly implied by Shakespeare’s Hamlet at the beginning of this section, 
historically, the authenticity of a woman’s beauty, and therefore her self, was called into 
question when concealed by a painted facade. This belief continued to characterize 
nineteenth-century attitudes towards color cosmetics; women who “painted” threatened 
the social order, a reality made plain in the “cautionary tales circulated about prostitutes 
disguised as shoppers, saleswomen posing as ladies, and light-skinned ‘octoroons’ 
passing into white society” (Peiss 1998:39). Yet, fear and inevitability have always made 
good bedmates, for the social world was changing, and, as Peiss notes, “another language 
of the body began to be spoken” (1998:39). Indeed, cosmetics did allow women to play 
with their presentation of self, a truth that consumer capitalism would have never been 
able to ignore.  
Social attitudes that equated color cosmetics with immorality did not completely 
break down until the first decades of the twentieth century, but cultivating natural beauty 
through care for the face was a widely accepted practice in the 1800’s (Jones 2010, Peiss 
1998). The most popular cosmetics throughout the nineteenth century were those that 
lightened the skin, and whether in the form of powders or lead-based lotions, they blurred 
the line between nature and artifice (Peiss 1998). Peiss notes that often whiteners were 
used by female, American wage earners to improve their chances at work, for “the white 
face, purged of the exertions of labor, simultaneously asserted bourgeois refinement and 
racial privilege” (1998:41). For African-Americans, the social advantages of having 
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lighter, if not white skin were immense. The appearance of lighter skin meant better 
employment, better choice of mate, and for the very light-skinned, the opportunity to 
“pass” as a member of mainstream, white society (Hunter 2003, Keith 2009, Peiss 1998). 
American advertisers marketed these meanings to the respective audiences, suggesting 
their products were a way for whites to maintain their natural racial privilege, and for 
black women to secure some of that privilege, at least in a relative sense (Peiss 1998).  
A related but very different discourse on whitening arose at approximately the 
same time in Japanese history. Geoffrey Jones contextualizes the country’s centuries-old 
ideal of white skin within a discourse of modernization and anti-colonialism that ushered 
in a new aesthetic era. The conclusion of the country’s civil war in 1868 resulted in a new 
“government which sought to modernize the country at speed in order to avoid the 
[colonial] fate of other Asian countries” (2010:60). Among a sea of other political and 
economic changes, he writes that the 
Japanese government’s far-ranging vision also included modernizing –and, 
at least partly, Westernizing – the appearance of a society whose long 
established cosmetic practices included tooth blackening and shaving 
eyebrows; and, for elite men and women, wearing white makeup. 
Concerned to implement Western gender distinctions in beauty practices, 
it banned the whitening of male faces and encouraged white painted faces 
for women as a way to retain traditional values. [2010:60] 
 
He also notes that, similar to trends in Europe and the United States, entrepreneurs from 
the pharmacy industry figured prominently in the development of products to meet the 
new, Westernized standards for beauty. Late in the nineteenth century, a man named 
Arinobu Fukuhara left his job as the head pharmacist for the Japanese navy to found 
Shiseido, a firm now ranked fifth in the global beauty industry (Jones 2010, WWD 2012).  
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Western beauty ideals spread through a variety of channels, from colonial 
administration to anti-colonial acquiescence to the race and class politics of the American 
Dream. However, Euro-American whites were not the sole carriers of these ideals. Since 
segregation excluded black women from mainstream consumption, the success of the 
American cosmetics industry encouraged the development of black-owned businesses to 
fill the niche-market for African-American beauty products. Several African-American 
female entrepreneurs founded enormously profitable cosmetics firms (Peiss 1998, 
Thomas 2009) and, in the process, became aspirational success stories to black women 
around the world.  
Lynn M. Thomas examines the development of the whitening industry alongside 
the implementation of Apartheid in South Africa. Seeing an opportunity to capitalize on 
aspirations and desires in a color conscious population, white importers brought 
American whitening products to South Africa, relying on the image of black-owned 
cosmetics firms to market the upward mobility and economic success of African-
Americans (Thomas 2009). The production of South African skin whiteners soon 
followed and, from there, spread to the continent. The image of the successful African-
American, coupled with a socially stratified system of racial inequality, drove the South 
African popularity of skin whiteners to millions of dollars per annum. The motivations to 
whiten may have varied, between people or across continents, but the persistence of the 
desire is evidence to a globalized beauty ideal that existed, in some aspect, by the 
beginning of the twentieth century.  
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Thomas’s research also conveys the influence that print media exerted on South 
African consumers of whitening products, particularly the credibility lent by magazines 
with all-black circulations. This brings me to the final aspect of the historical definition 
and delivery of beauty ideals to the masses: fashion magazines. In his industry overview, 
Jones notes the 1920’s rise of major, women’s fashion magazines like Vogue, just as the 
cosmetics business was undergoing substantial growth (2008). Vogue, today, is still 
considered the foremost authority on fashion and beauty and by its own admission, 
“defines the culture of fashion” (Condé Nast 2013b). In their book Face Value: the 
Politics of Beauty, Lakoff and Scherr analyze Vogue’s role in mediating beauty’s 
meaning and the publication’s commitment to idealizing the concept. 
The power of magazines, and the images they contain, can be found in their offer 
of “the impossible under the guise of the possible” (Lakoff and Scherr 1984:74). They 
present aspirational images and concepts that revolve around consumption and suggest 
that various commodities lead to happiness in a multitude of different contexts. Lakoff 
and Scherr write that,  
Vogue has helped to intensify the importance of beauty in modern society, 
not only by giving it visibility, but also by showing that the way we see 
beauty is as much a reflection of social, political, and economic events of 
the real world as it is of our fantasies. [1984:76] 
 
Indeed, heralding the 21st international edition to circulate in Ukraine, one journalist 
comments, “the arrival of an indigenous edition of fashion's most famous glossy 
magazine has become a barometer of the emergence of an affluent middle class” 
(Cartner-Morley 2012). The connection between a nation’s “right” to its own edition of 
Vogue and the buying power of its consumers speaks loudly to the commodification of 
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beauty and the allure it holds for consumers. Fashion and beauty magazines rely on 
advertising to generate the bulk of their revenue, though even editorial sections serve to 
promote consumer products under the guise of advice or instruction. Weighing in at close 
to five pounds, Vogue’s legendary September issue filled 916 pages in 2012; 72% of 
these were advertisements (Martel 2012). Charging somewhere in the vicinity of  
$200,000 for a single run of a full-page ad in Vogue, parent company Condé Nast sells 
over 2,000 of these spots annually (Condé Nast 2013a, 
Ives 2011); these figures pertain only to the 
magazine’s US edition.  
 This headline and its accompanied image 
were taken from the January 2012 issue of American 
Vogue. The article’s title echoes that of Lakoff and 
Scherr’s book, ironically affirming their claim that 
“beauty [is] what Vogue [sees] as beautiful” 
(1984:78). In spite of our political correctness about 
race, and our regulatory body that bans whitening 
FIGURE 4. Vogue Article Headline, January 2012 (Face Value 2012) 
FIGURE 5. Vogue Porcelain Doll 
Image, January 2012 (Face Value 2012) 
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products, we still live in a society that condones a conversation where white skin is 
highlighted as the “season’s definitive beauty trend.” This reality helped guide my 
approach to examining Vietnamese-American women’s perceptions of beauty and the 
relation of their selves to the dominant ideals made apparent within their experience of 
bi-cultural identities.  
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CHAPTER 3: METHODS 
 
Initial Design 
 
This research project endeavored to question how normative beauty ideals, made 
particularly visible by the American media, influence Vietnamese-American women’s 
perception of beauty. My interest was in querying to what extent the distance from these 
ideals drives the consumption of beauty products aimed at bridging that gap. This 
research blossomed out of a personal curiosity and desire to probe the consumer 
popularity of skin lightening products in contemporary Vietnam. The initial design of the 
project, approved by the Boston University School of Medicine’s Institutional Review 
Board, consisted of four pathways of qualitative inquiry that sought to understand how 
beauty functions in the lives of Vietnamese-American women.   
The first proposed method involved conducting approximately eight to ten in-
depth interviews lasting between one and two hours. Interviews were guided by a 
phenomenological approach, which has as its aim the core of participants’ lived 
experience and requires only a small, in-depth sample (Mayan 2009). The central topics 
of discussion were beauty, body image, influences on participants’ understanding of the 
aforementioned concepts, and the beauty practices in which participants engage. 
Following the interview, the intention was to solicit willing participants to partake in an 
optional, photovoice aspect of the project. Photovoice, the second mode of inquiry, is a 
method that enables participants to “teach and communicate needs, concerns, and stories 
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in ways unavailable through written text” (Mayan 2009:44). Those participants who 
volunteered to engage in the photovoice part of the project were to be given disposable 
cameras and a period of time in which to collect images that conveyed their 
understanding of beauty, beauty ideals, and the consumer products they viewed as 
relevant within this frame; a second interview to discuss the images was to follow. The 
third method incorporated was a brief, 10-question survey; the survey was a mixture of 
quantitative response fields and qualitative, open-ended response fields. It was to be 
administered, in-person, at a national Vietnamese Student Association (VSA) conference. 
The last and final component of the project’s proposal was the analysis of a four-part 
television advertisement series, promoting a well-known brand’s product, which aired in 
several national markets throughout Asia. Although the brand is commonly found in the 
United States, the particular product advertised is not. Since skin whitening products are 
illegal in the United States, I felt it would be interesting to explore the marketing 
techniques of a well-known, American brand which positions itself quite differently in 
Asia than in the US. 
For the recruitment of participants, I planned to include Vietnamese-American 
women between the ages of 18 and 34. This age range is referred to in the literature under 
several terms and stages (Arnett 2000, 2003, Erikson 1980, Levinson 1978), though I will 
generally classify individuals falling in this range as “young adults.” The young adult 
period is considered crucial for identity formation (Arnett 2000, 2003, Roberts & Newton 
1987, Erikson 1980, Levinson 1978) and since negotiating beauty seems to me to be an 
inherent aspect of female identity, I felt that querying beauty’s role in women’s lives 
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during this period would yield data with which I could engage this lens. As a second but 
equally important justification for recruitment, this cohort corresponds with Vietnamese 
immigration patterns such that most adults under the age of thirty-five either came to the 
United States when they were children or were born on American soil (Campi 2005). For 
this reason, I felt that this cohort’s perspectives as “1.5 generation” (Zhou 1997) or 
second generation Americans would have some degree of cross-cultural hybridity; as 
children of Vietnamese immigrants, their experiences were not only shaped by the norms 
of Vietnamese culture, but, growing up in the United States, by the processes of cultural 
socialization and assimilation.  
 Interview participants were primarily recruited through a Vietnamese-owned 
business in the Boston-area, Vietnamese Student Associations (VSAs) affiliated with 
Boston-area universities, and via recruitment materials posted in public, community 
spaces. The VSAs agreed that recruitment materials could be disseminated through the 
group’s Facebook pages, as well as administrator-approved emails to the groups’ mailing 
lists. The business agreed to permit the hanging of recruitment posters in a public area, as 
well as a back-of-house staff area. Survey participants were to be recruited through an 
email blast from the national VSA conference organizers, as well as on-site posters and a 
physical location at the conference.  
 The ad analysis portion of the project proposed to download publicly released, 
English versions of the Pond’s Flawless White “7 Days to Love” series from YouTube. 
Using qualitative data analysis software, as well as secondary research, an analysis of the 
ad’s content was made. Produced and marketed by Oglivy & Mather global, many 
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versions of the advertisements were available for download, not only in English but also 
Vietnamese (among other languages). Additionally, interview participants were shown 
the first episode of the four-part series, and their responses were incorporated into the 
overall analysis of the series. The project’s survey also included an advertisement for the 
Pond’s product and an open-ended field in which participants could offer their reactions; 
in this method, the ad used was a still image as would appear in a magazine. The survey 
ad was taken from a campaign very similar to “7 Days to Love,” but produced as an 
updated version (2009) of the initial campaign (2008). The title of this updated campaign 
is “The Diary,” but the theme of  “7 Days to Love” is apparent in the ad’s copy: “She’s 
the queen of the office, but she has only 7 days to snare her prince!” Internet participants 
were not made aware of other, related campaigns, nor did I mention that the still image, 
displaying one woman, was part of a larger television campaign that features multiple 
characters.  
 
Results 
 
When I began this research project, I anticipated things would ultimately fall into 
place. Though there have been a few bumps on the road, for the most part I think that 
initial feeling has proved true. Among the hiccups, the in-depth interview sample size 
was smaller than proposed, as was the number of survey respondents. Of the four 
methods incorporated in the project’s initial design, one was abandoned during data 
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collection. These shortcomings notwithstanding, the data collected has provided a rich 
source of analytic material that offers much insight into the questions posed.   
I interviewed a total of five women for this project. Interview participants were 
recruited through Boston-area VSAs, although one participant was a personal contact 
who, having seen a VSA-directed post appear on my Facebook page, contacted me with 
interest. Interviews lasted between forty-five minutes and an hour and forty-five minutes. 
I conducted the interviews in a variety of locations, depending on the participant’s 
preference for convenience. Most often this was a local eatery, but one interview was 
conducted at a participant’s home and one was conducted via Skype video chat. I audio 
recorded the first interview using a Sony digital recorder, however the sound quality was 
poor so I recorded subsequent interviews using the VoiceNotes application of the iPhone. 
Audio recordings were manually transcribed using iTunes and Microsoft Word, and both 
the recordings and the transcripts were stored in a password protected computer file. I 
assigned a number to each participant and used this number to identify her transcript, 
audio recording, and field notes. Any identifiable details such as names or locations were 
changed on the transcripts. 
A total of nineteen Internet respondents participated in an online survey 
constructed and distributed through SurveyMonkey.com. As compared to the initial 
design, the format for administration changed from in-person to online, which facilitated 
the use of open-ended response fields. Open responses were analyzed along with 
interviews, and quantitative data was selected to emphasize themes that appeared in the 
interviews. I recruited online participants through a variety of different channels. For one, 
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I tapped personal connections, contacting all of the Vietnamese-American or Vietnamese 
citizens living in the United States that I could count as Facebook friends. In addition to 
suggesting they take the survey, I asked them, should they feel comfortable doing so, to 
share my survey link with other community members. I also posted the survey link to 
Twitter, tweeting Vietnamese organizations that I follow. These organizations included 
several regional VSAs from other parts of the country, the North American coalition of 
VSAs, a Boston community organization, and a couple of DC-based human rights 
organizations. Additionally, I tweeted personal contacts that are Vietnamese-American or 
Vietnamese residing in the United States. Lastly, I sent the survey link to the Boston-area 
VSAs used for interview recruitment, as well as the North American union of VSAs, 
asking contacts to distribute the link through their email mailing lists. 
Photovoice was abandoned as a method. Given the unforeseen difficulty in 
locating participants, the hope was that participants might suggest the study to friends or 
colleagues in the community and I felt that requesting additional participation might 
possibly deter respondents from spreading word of my study. Furthermore, with time 
whittling away, I felt it was best to focus on finding participants for the first stage of 
interviews, rather than making time for photovoice and second interviews with those to 
whom I had already spoken. As noted above, the survey was conducted online rather than 
in-person at the national VSA conference. In spite of their initial willingness to include 
my survey as part of the conference, in a later exchange, organizers felt that my study did 
not fit with the 2012 conference theme. As a compromise, they agreed to distribute an 
online survey link through their email mailing list. Although my contact was always 
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responsive and positive in his promises to blast the link, it is my feeling, given the 
number of responses to the survey and my own efforts to distribute the link, that it was 
not distributed through this channel. Though conjecture, I feel this may explain why my 
survey sample was considerably smaller than I initially projected.  
 
Data Analysis 
 
Data was analyzed using qualitative coding techniques, from which general 
themes, consistent throughout the various forms of data collected, emerged. For the first 
round of analysis, interviews were coded by hand, using printed copies of the interview 
transcripts. In the second round of coding, transcripts were uploaded to a qualitative 
analysis software program, ATLAS.ti, and first round codes were input. In the process of 
applying the analysis software, first round codes were condensed into thematic categories 
and sub-coded for specificity. The software generated a list of codes, which were then 
defined, generating a comprehensive codebook for the project. Open-ended survey 
responses were also coded using this software and codebook. Participant responses were 
aggregated for each question, saved in a single document by question, and each document 
was coded separately in ATLAS.ti. The analysis tools provided by SurveyMonkey.com 
were also utilized for assessing the survey’s quantitative data. 
Analyses of the four advertisements for the Pond’s Flawless White product were 
conducted as planned. Each video was broken down by frame, a task made easier by 
ATLAS.ti; the images were then analyzed using the categories of Featuring (main 
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image/action), Light/Color, Music, Text, Verbal Language, and Cultural References. 
These categories were selectively chosen from a more comprehensive list (Clarke 2005), 
on the basis of what was deemed most relevant to the aims of the research. Additionally, I 
showed the first of four episodes to each of the interview participants; their responses 
were separated from the main body of the interviews and combined into one document. It 
was clearly notated to which participant each response belonged, and this document was 
coded at one time, separately from the main portion of the interviews. Participant 
responses were considered in conjunction with my own analysis of the first advertisement. 
Internet responses to the print version of “The Diary” were also coded and considered 
within the larger task of interpreting the aims of Pond’s marketers.  
The field notes from participant observation conducted at several Vietnamese-
owned businesses were coded and analyzed along with interview and Internet respondent 
data. Participant observation served to enrich the overall project and was incorporated, 
when relevant, into the analytic chapters. Informal conversations were also summarized 
and coded for relevant themes, and referenced within the analysis whenever pertinent to 
the topic of discussion.  
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CHAPTER 4: BEAUTIES AND BEHOLDERS 
 
 
Có Công Mài Sắt Có Ngày Nên Kim – Vietnamese Proverb 
“If you put the effort into filing iron, then one day you will have a needle.” -Molly 
 
   
This chapter introduces my five interview participants and their perspectives on 
the role of appearance in projecting the self. It discusses individual expressivity via 
clothing choice and the shared cultural meanings that others attach to styles of dress. It 
draws on Foucault’s theory of biopower to analyze how beauty routines function as acts 
of self-discipline in which an individual is able to assert a relationship to gender-specific 
normative ideals of appearance. Lastly, building on Foucault, the latter part of this 
chapter incorporates the work of Pierre Bourdieu in order to discuss how self-discipline 
also functions as a form of self-investment. Work on the body can yield an increase in 
various forms of capital, and adhering to normative modes of presentation further 
facilitates agents’ mobility within the social field.  
 
Demonstrating the Self 
 
To differing degrees, all of my participants touched on the importance of 
appearance in terms of others’ perceptions of them. They often expressed that their body 
served as something of an intermediary between their “true” self and others. Jess, a petite 
young woman who arrived to our interview looking very on-trend in her choice of 
clothing, described,  
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If you want to meet cool people you have to look good…you know, ‘cuz 
your personality isn’t as obvious as your clothing, like what you look like. 
For me…fashion is really important ‘cuz it interprets your personality…It 
shows people what you want to appear to them, what you want people to 
think of you as. 
 
Jess refers to the general concept of “looking good,” but also to a calculating self that 
works to create this image; one that decides on a mode of presentation that not only looks 
good, but also expresses something of who is so embodied. Appearance, specifically 
fashion, is a form of agency she enacts to construct a particular image of herself for 
others’ visual consumption. She harnesses the norms and expectations of her social world 
through the meanings attached to certain styles of dress. Using fashion, she seeks to 
express aspects of her personality that she feels will attract people with similar outlooks, 
interests, or whatever other traits fall under her subjective definition of “cool.”  
Another participant, Melissa, is similarly aware of how her appearance projects an 
image to which others assign meaning. Compared to Jess, who seemed quite “styled” in 
the sense that she wore a long skirt, a cropped top, and a trendy backpack (i.e., she looked 
like a page from a fashion magazine), Melissa wore simple styles in subdued hues – an a-
line knee-length skirt, and a simple t-shirt, un-tucked. While it seemed Jess pursues 
trends in a strategic way, hopeful that the image she projects gets interpreted in the 
expected frame, Melissa, in contrast, struggles between the sense of agency that 
constructing her visual presence provides, and the social script that others impose on her 
choices. Reflecting on those occasions when she chooses to stray from her typical style of 
presentation, Melissa commented on the reactions of family, friends and colleagues:  
I really like skirts and I wear them often. Like, people notice when I wear 
pants or shorts. Something else. You know, it’s like “oh, wow, you look 
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different.” But at the same time, sometimes I think that I wouldn’t mind 
trying for a harder look. Cuz…I just feel that a lot of times I go for soft…. 
Which I like, but you know, it’s just that there are other things that I 
appreciate too, that I see sometimes people have a harder time picturing 
me wearing, but that I can pull off…Because it’s like, yeah, people make 
assumptions based on how you dress. 
 
Melissa frames her fashion preferences in dichotomous terms, contrasting what she calls 
a “soft look” with a “harder” one. She later clarified that “soft” meant more “feminine” 
dress, such as flowing skirts or blouses, whereas “harder” meant much the opposite; as an 
example, she offers the punk style, an anti-pretty look that first appeared in 1970’s 
London. 
With this juxtaposition, Melissa expresses that no one “look” could ever display 
who she is, in all her fluid complexity. The reluctance of others to “picture” her in styles 
outside her traditional set of preferences limits her from comfortably donning different 
designs, even if these alternative styles serve to illustrate other aspects of her personality. 
If the people in her life had come to know Melissa as a wearer of skirts, and adherent to a 
soft, feminine look, their difficulty picturing her adorned differently might suggest 
something of what it means to know her. We meet the world through our bodies and 
dramatic changes in appearance can have notable effects on our relationships, whether or 
not those outside changes parallel any inside change. We are what we appear and, as Jess 
said, our bodily presentation is the vehicle through which we attract others, as well as that 
through which we maintain our relationships.   
Melissa went on to discuss how she felt her “soft” style of dressing conveyed 
something about her views to others, 
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The way I dress is very feminine. Most of the time. And yet, sometimes I 
think that my personal views on gender…it doesn’t always match. I dunno, 
it’s just sort of like this thing sometimes where I feel that people assume 
that because I dress femininely that I have more conservative views or 
something…Which is not the case. 
 
Although a matter of aesthetic preference, Melissa feels her style may project a set of 
attitudes that are incongruent with her actual outlook. Her agency is impeded by the 
collective meanings others inaccurately attach to her appearance. She contrasts this 
example by speculating how her family would respond if she were to start dressing punk. 
She expects they would think she “started doing drugs or started hanging out with the 
wrong crowd,” was “not respecting authority,” and “not being respectable in general.” On 
both ends of the soft-hard continuum, Melissa believes her choice of clothing has a 
significant impact on how others interpret her personality and character. She is curious to 
play with this construction of self through appearance, but acknowledges that “pushing it” 
too far has the potential to project decidedly negative traits and impact the relationships 
in her life.  
  
Disciplining the Body 
 
Foucault’s concept of power is a critical starting point for analyzing appearance, a 
domain tightly bound to the construction of social roles around gender and sexuality. This 
knowledge-power, inherent in all social relations, measures, classifies, assigns value, and 
stigmatizes, exacting its judgment through the disciplinary processes of regulation and 
self-monitoring. Foucault termed this concept biopower, a pervasive force that constructs 
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the norm, the governing principle around which all life is organized. Foucault illuminates 
the constructed reality of that which we often assume to be natural. The normative 
expectation that women “are” feminine is thoroughly enmeshed in our beliefs about 
gender roles. We have been regulated and disciplined to accept, as total social facts, a 
constructed constellation of associations and behaviors that define the normative ideal of 
“woman” and “man.” 
Individuals build their identities in relation to these normative ideals and self-
discipline is critical for minimizing their distance from the norm. Summarizing Foucault, 
Dolezal writes, it is only “as a result of having a ‘normal’ aspect and behaving in a 
‘normal’ manner [that] the subject ensures the experience of successful agency and action 
in the world” (2010:362). Like Melissa and Jess expressed, society is conditioned to 
“take that which is communicated by the body to be a message about the self” (Reischer 
& Koo 2004: 300). Patriarchal power relations have historically subjected women’s 
bodies, normalizing femininity to the extent that attractive appearance is a prerequisite 
for normative womanhood. The value of the self is intimately connected to others’ 
valuations of the body, and thus the body becomes “the site at which women, consciously 
or not, accept the meanings that circulate in popular culture about ideal beauty.” The 
female body thus becomes “a billboard for the dominant cultural meanings” (Balsamo 
1996:78) about the female self. 
Clothing choice was often a first association participants made in response to my 
questions about appearance, although skincare, cosmetics, hairstyles, and weight were 
also critical to their conception of how to best present their embodied selves. Minh-Anh, 
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a college student at a prestigious university in the Boston area, also grew up close by, in 
the city’s Vietnamese enclave; she was the only participant to have grown up and 
presently live in the area. Like Jess and Melissa, she too equated her self with the 
purposeful presentation of her body, saying:  
If I don’t feel put together, I’m not going to act put together. I mean, as 
much as I like to think that I have so much control over my actions, if I 
take half an hour to get ready in the morning, I feel a lot more ready for 
the day.  
 
For Minh-Anh, self-expressions like “feeling” and “acting” are inseparable from the 
disciplinary routine of “getting ready.” When she speaks of control, she intimates 
something of Foucault’s theory. The brief amount of time she takes to discipline her body, 
to brush her hair, her teeth, apply cosmetics, and choose appropriate clothing, enables her 
to gain control over her self, to guarantee, as Dolezal said, “successful agency and action 
in the world.”  
 Another participant, Molly, is also a student at a prestigious university in the 
Boston-area, but grew up in the nation’s largest Vietnamese community outside of 
California. An outgoing and personable young woman with many admirable qualities, 
she often alluded to guilt when speaking of her appearance, implying or outright stating 
she was aware of what she should be doing, but was not. Not overweight and not thin, I 
would describe Molly as having an “average” comportment compared to the rest of the 
population. When I asked her what she felt about others’ perceptions of her appearance, 
she replied:  
Appearances? I’ve been trying to look better…A lot of people exercise 
and eat healthy here…but it’s very hard. Like, you can’t just ingrain that 
in yourself—to make yourself exercise…every time I see [my 
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parents]…they’ll be like “oh, you look chubby” or “oh, you look 
skinny”…I guess I could exercise more between each visit but like there’s 
nothing concrete, really, that I can do within that time, so I just accept it.  
 
Molly responded almost apologetically, as if she imagined I was assessing and 
classifying her appearance as deviating from the norm of healthy-eating exercisers. Her 
response echoes Foucault’s concept of the internalized, disciplinary gaze. She is aware of 
the normative ideal, and therefore what is expected of her, yet has difficulty enacting the 
necessary discipline upon her body. Her failure to do so implies something inadequate 
about her self, which I would suggest is part of what she “accepts” in her interactions 
with her parents. Yet, to me, she affirms her self in justifying her efforts to try. As long as 
she is “trying to look better,” and therefore be better, she situates her body in relation to 
the norm while distancing her self from deviance.  
 Molly is a bright mind and I envision she has a glowing future ahead of her. She 
attends one of the most highly ranked universities in the country, is fluent in Vietnamese, 
president of a student organization, works part-time while in school, and is an articulate 
and sociable conversationalist. In my opinion, she has very little to feel inadequate about 
but, indeed, she feels just that when it comes to her appearance. She admitted a lot of her 
insecurities came from her parents, especially her mom who often vocalizes Molly’s need 
to be skinnier, taller, and have fewer pimples. Although she has a slight case of acne, it is 
not severe and certainly not extraordinary for a twenty-year-old; the principal component 
of her beauty regimen is the application of Proactive, a popular line of acne skincare. Of 
this she said:  
I try to use it twice a day ‘cuz that’s what you’re supposed to do, but 
sometimes I don’t and it’ll either be, like, none that day, but I try to do my 
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best to do that. I don’t go out of the house without having some sort of 
makeup on.   
 
Similar to her statements about exercise, Molly fails to do “what you’re supposed to do” 
when using this product, but justifies her efforts to “try.” When she expresses something 
about her perceived flaws, it is always in relation to her responsibility to repair or conceal 
them. The self-discipline required to exercise and follow a skincare regimen did not come 
easily to her; it seemed she felt this failure to discipline her body indicated something 
inadequate about her self. In the end, the best she can do is wear makeup, a technology 
that serves to hide her body’s inability to meet the ideal.  
Normative ideals serve as disciplinary controls because they motivate individuals 
to conform. While it is quite obvious that all women are not born attractive in the eyes of 
all who gaze upon them, the beauty ideal demands only their effort: that they try to bring 
their bodies, and their selves, as close as possible. As a rule, the cosmetics industry’s 
profits are primarily driven by the purchasing power of female consumers. There is a 
social mandate that women invest in their appearance, that they emphasize what is 
attractive, conceal what is not, adorn their bodies in a manner that demonstrates their 
gendered sexuality, and discipline them through the monitoring of food intake and 
exercise output. The beauty ideal takes on new significance in this postmodern world that 
medicalizes appearance. For women who pursue plastic surgery, “trying” to achieve the 
ideal has new meaning. Going beyond emphasizing or concealing, plastic surgery 
permanently changes the body to better approximate the socially determined 
characteristics of the normative ideal.  
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Linh, who arrived to the United States as a refugee in her teens, currently grapples 
with raising two middle-school aged daughters in a culture very different from the one in 
which she grew up. More than once she referred to completely missing the teenage years, 
as that period of her life had been tumultuous and unpredictable. Living in a Saigon 
suburb during wartime, then a refugee camp, then a series of moves within the United 
States, she never really had the chance to go through that period of identity assertion that 
characterizes coming of age. It was not so much that being a teenager in Vietnam was so 
different from being a teenager in the United States, but that she really did not have an 
understanding of what simply being a teenager was. This came out in how she viewed 
raising her daughters and, in spite of living in the United States for over twenty years, in 
the awareness that her ideas might be different from theirs. This awareness was important 
for contextualizing various situations in which they found themselves at odds, and helped 
her to determine which values were necessary to pass on to them.  
She often spoke of her cousin who is close in age, and her cousin’s children, close 
in age to Linh’s daughters. The two families had just returned from vacationing together, 
which was something they did often. She felt her cousin, also born in Vietnam, did not 
have that same awareness of cultural difference between herself and her children. Linh 
gave the impression that her cousin had never learned to filter out the old country ideas, 
which meant that she imparted values on her daughters that, to Linh’s mind, were 
unnecessary to perpetuate. Most of them had to do with women’s appearance. She told 
me something her cousin’s elder daughter had said: “I asked my dad if, like, when I grow 
up, can I have my eyes done and my nose. He said, ‘if you save your money, you can do 
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it!’” While plastic surgery is becoming increasingly normalized in our society, that this 
young girl desired to change racially specific characteristics illustrates her interpretation 
of the beauty ideal. Linh disapproved of her young cousin’s desires, as well as the girl’s 
mother who, without malice, had conveyed to her daughter what features were not ideal. 
It was clear that Linh loved her cousin, both as family and as friend, but on this point felt 
she failed in her duty as a mother to daughters. Linh’s cousin had not “help[ed] them be 
confident,” regardless of where they fell in relation to the ideal.  
In Kaw’s ethnographic exploration of double eyelid surgery among Asian-
American women, study participants predominantly agreed “their decision to alter their 
features was primarily a result of their awareness that as women they are expected to look 
their best and that this meant, in a certain sense, less stereotypically Asian” (1993:77-78). 
Kaw argues the procedure is “a ‘disciplinary’ practice in the Foucauldian sense; it does 
not so much benignly transform…as it ‘normalizes’” (1993:78). Although Kaw 
acknowledges that her participants stressed that they did “not want to look white,” 
nonetheless “the standard of beauty they admire and strive for is a face with larger eyes 
and a more prominent nose” (79). Although Linh did not agree with a young girl wanting 
to surgically alter her appearance, she offered some compelling commentary on the 
double-eyelid procedure: “I’m lucky, I [was] born, I didn’t have that small eye…I have 
like, you know, like normal eyes.” Linh’s comments support Kaw’s analysis; because she 
was born with a double fold, she is “lucky” to have “normal” eyes. Incidentally, one of 
Kaw’s participants stated she would encourage her 12-year-old daughter to have double 
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eyelid surgery as she felt “having less sleepy-looking eyes would help her in the future 
with jobs” (1993:81). 
 
Take Care! Investment and Reward 
 
When we agree to “take care” of someone or something, we assume responsibility 
for that person or object’s wellbeing. Human beings take care of one another for a 
number of reasons, whether love, obligation, or compensation, but certainly care always 
occurs in the context of reciprocal exchange. As any Internet search of the term will 
return, professional “caretakers” are hired to “watch out” for the welfare of the person or 
object in their care and receive capital compensation for the assistance they provide. 
While this is not the same kind of “taking care” that my participants often spoke of, a 
consideration of how these terms function in society at large should help this analysis 
along. For example, what is the unit of exchange for the care we provide to ourselves? Do 
we accumulate capital when we wash our bodies regularly, eat a balanced diet, exercise, 
and perform the various other tasks that serve to insulate our welfare and assist our 
success?  
In considering the more expansive definition of capital offered by Pierre Bourdieu, 
I propose that indeed we are recompensed for our commitment to bodily self-care. One 
could say we gain symbolic capital: a body that is well looked after appears to be a 
decent, morally upstanding individual. We also gain social capital: people want to be 
around us. A person who takes care of their body does not repel others with unseemly 
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infractions like body odor or bad breath; they might even be the object of others’ 
admiration or adoration for their well-kept physique. One could even argue we gain 
cultural capital: by tapping the norms of our society in order to construct an acceptable 
appearance, we “fit in.” And lastly, one could always argue we receive economic capital 
in exchange for the work and attention we give our bodies. The most obvious examples 
are those professionals, like models and athletes, who rely on the performance and 
appearance of their bodies to carry out their job. However, it applies to the average 
person as well. There is a reason that terms like “business casual” or “gold-digger” are 
well known in our society. We accept that there are normative ways of presenting our 
bodies in situations where we benefit from adhering to certain expectations. For instance, 
an individual might not be paid more because they arrive to an interview freshly shaven 
and in a suit, but they might be more apt to get the job than if they showed up un-
showered and in gym shorts.  
Bourdieu’s theory of praxis proposes that human beings, via the sum of capital in 
their possession, or their habitus, use this fund to navigate the social field, always with 
the intent to maximize their success. Individuals operate within the field’s constraints – 
institutions and other individual agents – but each essentially acts in their best interest, 
given what they have to work with (Wacquant 1992). While some proponents of 
Bourdieu criticize Foucault for ignoring the role of consciousness and agency, many 
others have found a combination of their two philosophies conducive to a hybrid analysis 
(Edmonds 2011, Kaw 1991, Mears 2011). Bourdieu gives greater credit to the 
transformative capabilities of individual agents, yet the “social field” he conjures easily 
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coexists alongside Foucault’s historical perspective on power and the role of capitalism in 
shaping that field. Albeit, even Foucault “later distanced himself from the view that 
biopower was unambiguously pernicious” (Edmonds 2011:117) and in the third volume 
of the History of Sexuality, he explores the practice of self-care, a conceptual domain that 
fits well with Bourdieu’s habitus.  
It is essential that human beings take care of themselves, not only for the 
practicality of health and survival, but because maintaining the body-self is a capital 
investment. “Taking care” of one’s self is very much a disciplinary act, yet by 
establishing this relationship to the norm, individuals wrangle an increased capacity to 
move about the field. Fighting the norm pits an agent against the majority of others and 
institutions, thereby limiting maneuverability at every turn; conforming to the social 
order generally facilitates a subject’s relative mobility. My participants spoke often of 
their efforts to “take care,” and while never explicitly voiced, I felt there was always 
something left unsaid, a silent conviction that their efforts would pay off in the end.  
An enthusiastic cosmetics user, Minh-Anh was happy to share her interest in 
researching and trying new products. She subscribes to several e-mail lists, often seeks 
out product reviews, and frequently visits YouTube and other websites for advice and 
tutorials. She likened experimenting with cosmetics to a hobby, reflecting, “I really enjoy 
working with makeup and art, like paints and arts, and I kind of consider putting on 
makeup the same as painting a canvas.” For Minh-Anh, wearing makeup was not always 
a strategy to maximize her attractiveness, for there was a creative element to it as well; 
she exclaimed, “once you have 80 colors, there are limitless things you can do with that!” 
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She gave the impression that cosmetics were a fun way to influence the perceptions of 
others and to play with the meanings of beauty in a temporary way; after all, it could 
always be washed off at the end of the day.  
Skincare, on the other hand, was something Minh-Anh took very seriously. 
Makeup could transform her appearance in “limitless” ways, but what really mattered 
was the product she used to return to her self, her natural state. She said:  
Taking care of your skin I think is more important to me than layering 
more things on… Daily, sort of, I care more about the face wash that I’m 
using than the actual makeup…I don’t use SPF everyday, but when I went 
to California, I made a conscious effort to buy a moisturizer that had SPF 
because, you know, that sun in California...you want to take care of your 
skin…washing your face daily, two times a day, using SPF, you know, 
breathable makeup, that’s sort of like the minimal precautions I take. 
 
In mentioning the “precautions” she takes, Minh-Anh insinuates there is some danger 
involved if her face is not cared for in the outlined manner. While she does not say that 
taking care of her face will increase her capital, by stating that not doing so puts her “skin” 
at risk must imply the opposite is true as well. Youthfulness is at the fore of the 
normative beauty ideal and, at only 19, Minh-Anh is certain that sunscreen is a necessary 
precaution, a form of insurance that her youthfulness will not prematurely fade. She 
disciplines herself to stick to this routine, because, ultimately, she expects it will be to her 
benefit.  
  Offering a counter-example of insufficient care, Melissa recalled a moment from 
her childhood that marked a turning point in her mother’s perception of her. Her 
recollection expands the meaning of care and highlights the importance of appearance, 
even for children. She began:   
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There was a summer when my mom went to Vietnam, just with my 
sister…and so then I was left in the care of my grandmother’s younger 
brother and then he taught me how to ride a bike and I spent a lot of time 
outside, so by the time they came back, I was much darker. And [my 
mother] was really like, “Ugh!” you know, “you had such nice skin” like 
“such white, pale skin and now you’ve gotten…he’s let you get dark,” like 
“he didn’t really take care of you”…and I think that, you know, for her, 
ever since then my skin was… 
 
Melissa trailed off, but then began a series of comparisons between her and her sister, 
“the one who has the pale, clear skin.” Although her summer spent learning to ride a bike, 
out in the California sun, sounded to me like she was wonderfully cared for, Melissa’s 
mother viewed her change in skin tone as something akin to neglect, if not abuse. Her 
mom felt that this negligence caused Melissa to lose a valuable form of symbolic capital 
– her pale skin. As the scholarship pertaining to colorism makes evident, indeed there is 
one skin color on the gold standard; to have it and to lose it surely implies a considerable 
loss of capital.  
 Melissa’s mom eventually accepted that she would always be darker than her 
sister, but, decidedly, it was a criticism that took time to overcome. Melissa’s experience 
is not an uncommon one within the Vietnamese community; 53% of Internet participants 
voiced that they often or regularly encountered comments made about individuals’ skin 
color, either positive or negative. Beyond her “dark” skin, Melissa’s mom is also critical 
of her “bad” skin. She has mild acne, but it really bothers her, particularly because she is 
still dealing with it into her twenties.  Her mom urges her to “take care” of the problem 
by drinking more water and applying medicated products, but without explicit mention, it 
seemed like her acne persisted in spite of her efforts to take care of it. I suspect that was 
part of why it bothered her so much; it was something about her body she could not 
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control, and yet her self was still forcibly funneled through a facade of acne. Connecting 
her skin’s inadequacies, she described an interaction with her mom:  
I think my mom has used some like whitening creams and stuff…but she’s, 
funnily enough, she would tell me, like if I showed curiosity in these, 
these things, she would be like “oh, but you shouldn’t use that 
because…you know…of the acne. You should make sure you take care of 
that, because otherwise it will make your skin more sensitive”…I know 
that she definitely values lighter skin over darker skin…and I think that 
she’s like worried that if I were to use [whitening creams], then it would 
only exacerbate the problem…of imperfect skin. 
 
Melissa’s mom constructs a hierarchy of care such that eradicating her acne takes 
precedence over lightening her skin. Her failure to successfully discipline her body 
translates to an inability to benefit from the transformative power of the whitening 
product. Her imperfections so scaled, she must take steps to repair her body before she 
can hope to improve it. Once she conquers the matter of discipline, she will be rewarded 
with a commodity that enables her to amass symbolic capital.  
Transitioning from commodity use to service provision, I will now incorporate a 
discussion of care as labor. Using the nail salon as an analytical setting, the synchroneity 
of beauty and ‘taking care’ can be seen as something akin to institutionalized phenomena 
within the Vietnamese-American community. This is a site where dialogues about 
appearance routinely occur between Vietnamese technicians and their clients, but even 
more compelling, one in which the concepts of care and beauty actually become 
embodied. In the nail salon, women’s bodies cultivate the beauty of other women’s 
bodies; clients invest capital while technicians invest labor, but both are agents in the 
production of a particular facet of idealized femininity. Industry statistics report close to 
50% of nail technicians nationwide are Vietnamese-American (Nails Magazine 2013), a 
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percentage that increases substantially in urban and coastal areas (Tran 2008). This 
Vietnamese niche industry is a fascinating domain in which to examine beauty culture. 
Just driving through Boston’s Vietnamese neighborhood is enough to observe the 
prominence of the nail industry. In the heart of the district are wholesale supply stores 
that sell salon necessities: polish, luxury pedicure chairs, manicure tables, industry 
publications, chemicals, and aisles of other supplies that only an expert could discern. 
One store even has a posted sign stating it is “wholesale only,” presumably to discourage 
the public from buying salon-quality polish or other common products at bulk discount. 
There are few service storefronts in the main square of the neighborhood and those that 
“do nails” are typically beauty parlors that offer the service as just another item on their 
treatment menu. However, driving past the square, out to the main thoroughfare that leads 
to the highway, one will inevitably stumble upon what I like to call Nail Salon Alley. 
Here, nestled in an expansive stretch of retail strip malls, is a segment of less than half-a-
mile in which one will find five, large nail salons owned and staffed by Vietnamese. Nail 
Salon Alley is located on the border of a working-class Boston neighborhood and a 
middle-class suburb. Whether a weekly special or regular price, the cost of a manicure 
and pedicure on Nail Salon Alley hovers around twenty dollars.  
In her ethnographic analysis of Korean nail techs in New York City, sociologist 
Miliann Kang introduces the term body labor (2010) and employs it to divide salon work 
into three categories: “pampering body labor” (spa-quality services provided to upper and 
middle-class white women), “expressive body labor” (salons that emphasize elaborate 
forms of ‘nail art’ typically to black working and lower-class women), and “routinized 
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body labor” (high-traffic discount salons that serve diverse clientele). As implied in her 
descriptions of these different settings, the category in which a salon falls into engenders 
distinctive relationships between service providers and clients. These terms are helpful 
for envisioning how ‘taking care’ of nails fits within broader social hierarchies.     
Nail Salon Alley mostly exemplifies what Kang would call “routinized body 
labor,” though there is also an aspect of “expressive body labor” in the availability of 
acrylic nails, rhinestone applications, and custom painted designs beyond the standard 
twenty-dollar price point. Kang builds on the concept of “emotional labor” (Hochschild 
1983) to discuss the expectation that women provide not only their skills in a job setting, 
but construct their feelings in particular ways to fit their occupation. In using the term 
“body labor,” Kang argues that nail technicians not only perform emotional labor, but 
also use their own bodies in intimate interactions with clients in order produce 
pleasurable reactions from them. In laboring for the beauty of other women’s hands, nail 
techs sacrifice the care of their own bodies by way of exposure to topical chemicals, poor 
ventilation, and sitting in uncomfortable positions for long periods of time.  
Linh, a nail tech at a salon where she performs “pampering body labor,” 
mentioned a connection between the use of skin whitening products and the chemicals 
women are exposed to on the job. Of whiteners, she said: 
I don’t use, because it’s more…the nail…most Vietnamese people now do 
nail. But, you know, we don’t do chemical here [where she works]…but 
they [other salons] use a lot of chemical, so their face, really damaged. So 
then they use a lot of that [skin whiteners] and it really helps them to, like, 
to build up around the damage. Yeah, because they have a lot of dark spot 
from the chemicals. 
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Her comments suggest another dynamic to the hierarchy of care. Linh works at an 
expensive salon where they do not do acrylic nails (the worst inhalants used in 
nail salons). She earns a larger salary and benefits from safer working conditions. 
She notes the trend that “most” Vietnamese people do nails, but acknowledges 
that the majority do not have the good fortune to work in the type of “pampering,” 
upscale salon where she is employed. For the women she mentions, the damage 
inflicted on their bodies in the process of caring for others drives them to use 
whitening products in an attempt to rectify their skin problems. In reality, 
however, they are more likely compounding the damage to their skin and their 
overall physical wellbeing.  
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CHAPTER 5: VIETNAMESE FEMININITY – THE IDEAL AND THE REAL 
 
 
My Pink Ao Dai 
 
Breathe in, don't breathe out 
hold your gut in  
sit up straight 
take small bites, chew thoroughly 
swallow, don't choke 
Do these chopsticks go in my hair? 
No, they are to eat with. 
Grow your hair out long or  
you'll look like a boy. 
Where is that white powder?  
My face is too dark 
 
Shake their hands - no wait  
maybe I should bow  
or is that a Japanese thing?  
Don't let them get up.  
Serve them tea. 
Laugh softer -   
too hard  
and I'll pop a button. 
 
Don't say a word,  
they may remember who you are. 
 
--Nhien T. Nguyen [2000] 
 
 
 
This poem depicts a particular image of Vietnamese femininity – one decidedly 
stifled by behavioral expectations and physically restricted by the ao dai, a woman’s 
traditional garment. The ao dai figures prominently in visual representations of 
Vietnamese women and the first portion of this chapter will examine its role in the 
construction of beauty ideals and its performance as a cultural symbol within the diaspora. 
In the second part of the chapter, I will explore how the visuality of appearance 
contributes to notions of authenticity and ambiguity within the context of identity.  
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Ao Dai: The National Costume 
“It’s very hot in Saigon. But when I wear ao dai with open collar, the President was not satisfied.” – Tran 
Le Xuan/Madam Nhu [Duc & Bao 2012:102] 
 
 
The ao dai is a traditional, Vietnamese garment, worn by men or women, but in 
contemporary times has come primarily to be associated with feminine dress. The origins 
of the ao dai are thought to date back to over 2000 BCE, to the courts of the first Viet 
kings. The garment is lauded as innately Vietnamese, but does share certain elements 
with traditional Chinese styles, and has evolved in ways that reflect its interaction with 
the West and Vietnam’s participation in global politics. In its modern history, the ao dai 
has undergone three renovations, the first, resulting from French colonial influence, the 
second, a product of American influence during the War, and the third, a consequence of 
Vietnam’s economic restructuring and arrival on the world stage (Duc & Bao 2012). 
The first renovation took place in the 1930’s, a period in which Vietnam had been 
under French colonial control for long enough that Western ideas and ideals had taken 
root. Cat Tuong, largely credited with initiating this first renovation, said in 1934, 
“although clothes are used to cover the body, it could be a mirror to reflect the level of 
knowledge of a nation” (Duc & Bao 2012). His adjustments included tightening the waist 
of the garment, tightening the fit of the pants around the thighs and adding volume to 
their lower portion. He also suggested, “wearing modern ao dai without proper underwear 
could be unaesthetic” (Duc & Bao 2012). If one contrasts the photographs provided in 
figure 1, it is evident that this first renovation feminized, or more pointedly sexualized the 
garment in a manner that was not reminiscent of its earlier display.  
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During the late 1950’s and early 1960’s, the second renovation largely arose from 
the updated ao dai styles publically displayed by the (unofficial) First Lady of Vietnam, 
Madam Ngo Dinh Nhu. Madam Nhu was the sister-in-law to the South Vietnamese 
president and her husband, his brother, was the head of the secret police. Madam Ngo 
Dinh Nhu did for Vietnamese fashion what Jackie Kennedy-Onassis did in the United 
States. Often referred to by her maiden name, Tran Le Xuan, she introduced a slimmer 
silhouette, new necklines and shorter sleeves to the ao dai. Posthumously, BBC Vietnam 
called her “the prophet of the modern collar ao dai” (Duc & Bao 2012).  
 After the American War, the communist regime condemned bourgeois luxuries; 
the ao dai was a status symbol and “represented the extravagance and futility associated 
with capitalist wastefulness” (Lieu 2011:62). The garment was never officially banned, 
FIGURE 7. First 
Renovation, Ao Dai 
Lemur (Duc & Bao 2012) 
FIGURE 8. Second 
Renovation, Madame 
Ngo Dinh Nhu/Tran Le 
Xuan, LIFE 1963 
(tresites.com) 
FIGURE 6. 17th-19th 
Century Five Flap Ao Dai 
(Thang Long 2010) 
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but it was considered unwise to wear since it drew the attention of watchful eyes (Lieu 
2011). While the ao dai stayed behind closed doors in Vietnam, in the United States it 
“became a symbol of Vietnamese American protest against the communist forces that 
displaced it” (Lieu 2011:63).  After Vietnam began its Doi Moi period of market reforms 
in the 1980’s (Leshkowich 2006), the ao dai underwent a third renovation in the 1990’s; 
the vitality of the movement was apparent when I traveled there in 2003. 
 Contrasting the relative frequency with which I encountered ao dai-clad women 
in Ho Chi Minh City in 2003, with my perceptions of the city in 2010, I would say that 
popular use of the garment is on the decline in urban Vietnam. Nonetheless, women in 
occupations that represented the face of Vietnam in some capacity could often be found 
adorned in workplace ao dais. The national bank, for example, has at least one day per 
week when all of the female employees wear uniform versions, green for the bank’s 
official color. Similarly, ground representatives of the national airline always wear its 
official color. One finds women in other occupations, like hostesses in high-end 
restaurants or hotel desk clerks, wearing their own unique creations (the garment is not an 
“off the rack” acquisition). The ao dai, coupled with the straw conical hat, are 
undoubtedly the most prominent visual symbols of what the Vietnamese look like, made 
particularly evident by any survey of greeting cards, prints and statues available for 
tourists to purchase. This image of Vietnamese-ness for tourist consumption is decidedly 
a gendered one.  
 Minh-Anh, a well-spoken young woman exuding a vibrant sense of self-assurance, 
offered her own perspective on the ao dai. Minh-Anh’s parents met in the United States 
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after immigrating in their late teens; it was never clear how difficult their transition from 
Vietnam to the United States was. Minh-Anh was born an American, but when I 
interviewed her at nineteen, she could already recall four or five visits to Vietnam. Once 
she even referred to her ancestral land as “home,” a slip she caught and quickly clarified 
to mean “Vietnam.” Minh-Anh is a second generation American and her experience very 
closely follows the literature on the topic. 
 Min Zhou and Carl Bankston, who write specifically on the Vietnamese second 
generation, attribute the exhibited trends of “valedictorians” and “delinquents” to what 
they term “selective Americanization” and “ethnic social relations” (1998). Since Minh-
Anh is among the former category, only the theory of selective Americanization need be 
discussed. The authors state that the traditional Vietnamese values of obedience and 
obligation to family facilitate a child’s transition into the community and public school 
system. They also suggest that higher rates of educational attainment among Vietnamese 
women as compared to men demonstrate that, perhaps, “Vietnamese women are 
achieving success not because they are becoming Americanized and breaking away from 
the gender roles of their elders, but rather because the control imposed by traditional 
gender roles, to some extent, is pushing them” (Zhou & Bankston 1998:226). Selective 
Americanization, then, establishes equilibrium between the retention of Vietnamese 
culture and the process of assimilation into mainstream culture. It helps children navigate 
the social world of urban school systems and achieve impressive rates of success as 
compared to other immigrant groups.  
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 Minh-Anh attributed her “more aggressive fashion sense” to her “public school 
education” and reflexively contrasted the styles she liked in her “urban school” setting to 
those she liked now, at one of the most prestigious universities in the country. All of the 
celebrity beauty icons she listed were African-American or black, which she connected to 
growing up with minority friends; she “didn’t have any white friends” until college. She 
noted the influence of her peers, television, movies, and Seventeen in shaping her concept 
of beauty and her interest in cosmetics. While she felt she did not get her “sense of style 
or sense or what beauty is from her [mother],” she acknowledged that she learned “about 
taking care of the way [she] looked and caring about the way [she] looked” from her. 
Growing up in the United States and receiving a public education, Minh-Anh was 
naturally distanced from the cultural setting in which her parents grew up. And yet, when 
I met her, there was something essential about her Vietnamese background that she had 
retained—essential not because she retained it, but because she was invested in nurturing 
it. The ao dai, for her, united different aspects of her self. It enabled her to claim a 
Vietnamese identity, but one that fit with her interest in cultivating a “girly-girl” 
appearance through fashion and bold choice of color. 
During the course of our interview, I asked Minh-Anh whether she was aware of a 
typified Vietnamese appearance. In other words, I asked, do Vietnamese people, in the 
most general sense, look a certain way? In the moments prior to that particular query, 
Minh-Anh spoke to me about her brother and father, but even so primed by examples of 
Vietnamese masculinity, her response to my question was framed in strictly feminine 
terms. She felt there was not a particular expectation for Vietnamese male appearance, 
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but strongly emphasized the ideal for Vietnamese women. She seemed to argue that the 
image of Vietnamese-ness put forth for the world’s consumption was symbolically a 
female one: 
I think whenever you listen to poetry, or literature, or TV that’s talking 
about Vietnamese people, it’s usually like what the ideal Vietnamese 
woman would look like, right? Like if you buy a greeting card with a 
Vietnamese woman on it, she’s very light skinned, probably waist-long, 
you know, black hair, and she’s usually wearing the traditional ao 
dai…that we wear. 
 
When, as almost an afterthought, she included the pronoun “we,” Minh-Anh asserts her 
Vietnamese identity within the context of the ideal. Whether or not, as an observer, I 
perceived that her appearance met the criteria she listed, this shared symbol of 
Vietnamese identity, the ao dai, articulated an opportunity to place herself within the 
discourse of what it means to look Vietnamese. She goes on to describe the garment in 
further detail: 
I think that, in itself, tells you of what Vietnamese people think their 
women should look like…because if you’ve ever worn one of those things, 
you can’t really move in it. If you raise your arms over your head, the 
buttons will snap off…so it’s very, like, I don’t know, you stay very still 
and you sit—you can’t even slouch in that dress! So, I mean, posture-wise, 
I think it says something about that. It’s meant to be worn with long hair, 
you know, just the way the whole thing comes together, and it cuts up, so 
your pants are a little lower here [indicating her waist]…what do you think 
that says about, you know, how fit the woman should be? … She should 
be thin to wear it and I think that notion, how the old women see, or how 
the modern girl sees them, it still applies today.  
 
Minh-Anh spoke of the ao dai as a special occasion garment she might wear to a wedding, 
or to mass for a Catholic holy day. She describes the discomfort the traditional dress can 
evoke over long periods, but concludes it is a “fashionable,” “great piece of clothing.” 
Although her comments question something of the meanings attached to this style of 
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dress, her critique is tempered by her appreciation for its beauty and its value as a cultural 
symbol.  Minh-Anh loves color cosmetics and fashion, and I could see she had the same 
artful appreciation for the ao dai as when she compared constructing her appearance to 
“painting a canvas.” She proudly reflected, “the colors, the silk…I really like that aspect 
of our culture. ” For her, the ao dai was something both beautiful in its own right, but 
also representative of her experience growing up Vietnamese.  
 Minh-Anh’s description of ideal, Vietnamese femininity loudly echoes the poem 
at the beginning of this chapter. Both women express ambiguous feelings toward the ao 
dai, though my reading of the poem suggests a decidedly more negative sentiment. 
Regardless of their perceptual differences, I found it telling that both women mention 
posture, light skin, long hair, and the restriction of movement by the threat of buttons 
bursting. It seems almost formulaic, as if in some laboratory, the right combination of 
elements are mixed together and poured into a perfectly tailored garment to produce the 
ideal Vietnamese woman. 
 Linh, in her late thirties and mother to two children, has an “average” sized body. 
She is not extremely thin, nor is she noticeably overweight. In her words, she’s just “built 
a little bit bigger” than a “typical Vietnamese girl.” She spoke of “Vietnamese women” 
as “tiny, little things,” a comment that brought real and unreal Vietnamese femininity into 
dialogue. She, too, spoke of the ao dai, positioning it in relation to analogous styles in 
American culture:  
You know, like, you talk about “sexy dresses”…we [Americans] talk like 
the sexy dresses, like you reveal and short, but the way ao dai [is]…it’s 
like really sexy because, you know, it’s made to fit to your body…When I 
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think about it, I say “wow, ao dai really sexy, like compared to what they 
call sexy here.” That it’s worse because you can see the whole body inside.  
 
Linh contrasts the image of “sexy” feminine dress in the United States with the 
Vietnamese traditional garment. She refers to the low necklines and short hemlines of 
Western styles which emphasize features associated with women’s sexuality, whereas the 
ao dai highlights the same features in a manner that is both subtle and tantalizing. 
Although the ao dai shows little skin, it clings to a woman’s breasts, hips, and waist, 
tailored specifically for her body. The garment both conceals and showcases sexuality, 
which seems is why Linh feels the overall silhouette is more enticing than the obvious 
display of a sexualized, Western mini-dress.  
 As I mentioned above, when the communist government disallowed the ao dai as 
a cultural symbol in Vietnam, Vietnamese Americans reclaimed it in the United States. 
The garment was always something of a formal occasion dress for the average woman, 
although worn more frequently by those with the lifestyle to accommodate it. Like Minh-
Anh said, it continues to be worn for weddings and holidays, but another social event 
arose in which the ao dai figures prominently: the Vietnamese beauty pageant.  
    Nhi Lieu dedicates a chapter to 
pageantry in her book The American 
Dream in Vietnamese. She articulates 
how “nostalgia is symbolically invoked 
and cultural nationalism forged” through  
 
FIGURE 9. Miss Vietnam of Southern 
California (Nails Magazine 2013) 
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the “performance of young female Vietnamese bodies” (2011:60). A refugee population 
that, for a long time, could only imagine returning to their homeland, Lieu argues that the 
only Vietnam the diaspora can know is an imagined nation, reconstructed from memory 
in the United States. The pageant, then, becomes a “space and spectacle for the 
Vietnamese in the diaspora to imagine themselves as a united whole” (2011:66) and “the 
body chosen to represent the Vietnamese nation in this civic event is significantly a 
female one” (2011:67). The pageant format is similar to any other pageant, except, of 
course, ao dais are worn in the majority of rounds. Lieu describes the garment:  
For a flattering fit, a woman must have a thin, slender, yet curvaceous 
body. The shape of the female body is accentuated but remains hidden as 
the dress clings tightly to it. The ao dai, in essence, produces a certain 
type of sexual body. This sexualized image, however, is contained within 
the bounds of respectability and curbed under the sign of the “cultural.” 
(2011:67) 
 
Her reading of ao dai pageantry is quite compelling and I will return to other aspects of it 
later on. It is a phenomenon that originated in the American diaspora and exists quite 
independently of pageants within Vietnam. It brings another dimension of idealized 
Vietnamese womanhood into dialogue with study participants’ perceptions.   
 
 
Appearance, Authenticity and Ambiguity 
 
“I have a really dark guy friend who’s Vietnamese, like, ‘You can’t be Vietnamese, you’re soo dark!’ But 
he is…I always think that, when I see a really dark person, a Vietnamese person, it can’t be possible.” – 
Jess 
 
 
 When it came to discussing perceptions of skin tone within the Vietnamese-
American communities in which my participants lived, two primary themes arose to 
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indicate skin color was conceptually attached to a communal idea of what it means to be 
Vietnamese. The first positioned color as an ethnic marker of Vietnamese-ness, and the 
second, an “old” marker of class distinction. My participants repeatedly affirmed there 
existed a sense that “the color” of Vietnamese people was a relatively invariable and 
perceptible reality, though often it was emphasized through the use of counter-factual 
examples. This domain of ethnic identity seems to have persisted through the processes 
of migration and assimilation to American culture. On the other hand, the idea that skin 
color indicated something about an individual’s class status was a theme my participants 
all mentioned, but uniformly refuted its relevance in their lives. Although the conflation 
of skin color and class has mostly fallen away in the second generation, the ideal of light 
skin as both an indicator of feminine beauty and a marker for Vietnamese identity has 
persisted. 
 
 
Skin Color and Class 
 
 
 From my experience, the Socialist Republic of Vietnam actively promotes a 
strong sense of nationalism among its citizens, reminding the body politic of its 
Vietnamese-ness at every turn. Everything is defined as Vietnamese, from food to 
customs and one often finds the prefix Viet attached to national institutions, businesses or 
brands. Vietnam is quite small; “slightly larger than New Mexico” (CIA 2013), though 
completely dissimilar in shape. The country is long and thin, extending about a thousand 
miles from north to south and at times, only thirty miles across (CIA 2013).  To provide a 
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bit of context, Vietnam’s northernmost point is still further south than the southernmost 
of the United States. Depending on where one travels within the country, it is temperate 
to very hot throughout the year. Its warm though diverse climate is ideal for growing a 
wide variety of crops and the modern Vietnamese nation was built upon its successful 
and lengthy history as a productive, agrarian society.  
The World Bank estimates about 60% of employment in Vietnam is linked to 
farming, and with about 75% of the population living in rural settings (CIA 2013), one 
can deduce that a large percentage of the Vietnamese spend time working in the sun. 
Agricultural methods have not changed much in the past hundred years—a readily 
observable reality when driving through the countryside. Production for commercial gain 
has only been an economic possibility for Vietnamese farmers since the market reforms 
of the 1980’s, and the move from subsistence farming to cash crops has been slow (Quan 
2009).  One of the driving forces of development in Vietnam is the modernization of 
agriculture, but given this is still underway in the twenty-first century and far from 
widespread, the cultural image of the Vietnamese farmer is one that has remained fairly 
static in the nation’s memory. When one considers this political-ecological background, 
the connection between darker skin and outdoor labor, so often voiced by my participants, 
becomes easy to see. For these women living in the United States, however, an awareness 
of conflating social status with skin tone did not equate to acceptance of its validity. This 
was unanimously viewed as a back-then, over-there belief.    
As previously discussed, Minh-Anh illustrated her self as a hybrid of Vietnamese 
upbringing and American social experience. Her insightful voice speaks to possessing a 
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world view as influentially shaped by one cultural experience as by another, very 
different one. The wording of her interview responses often demonstrates her 
concomitant use of dichotomy and inclusive pronouns, which enables her to 
simultaneously critique and assert belonging. When I asked her about stereotypes 
surrounding skin color within the Vietnamese community, she began by discussing what 
she felt was a divide between the “younger” and “older” generations of Vietnamese in 
America. She said the desire to be tan was “something that we’ve adapted from American 
culture,” and that the practice of tanning was, “for the most part…an American thing.” 
She characterized her mother’s disapproval in almost playful terms, and went on to 
outline the “older” view of skin color and its meaning: 
Vietnamese people, or the older generation—the premise behind wanting 
to be light skinned is like, if you didn’t work in the fields, right? So, 
therefore you had light skin. But if you had to work in the fields or 
farming, you were in the sun and you had dark skin. And I’m not saying 
that is what we consciously think about now, but I think that for the older 
generation, that definitely influences the way they see dark and light skin. 
Well, within the Vietnamese people. 
 
Minh-Anh often sees that lighter skin is privileged among her parent’s generation and 
described a whitening product that her mom and aunt use called “‘pearl’-something.” She 
described its “intent is to keep your skin pearly,” and mentioned that it was an “old 
school product” her aunt would bring back from Vietnam after a visit. Minh-Anh 
admitted to using the product herself at one time, “because [her mom] was like ‘it’s good 
for your skin.’” She toyed with the idea of what “good for your skin” meant, intimating 
there were layers of meaning that phrase could have: it is good to be beautiful, it is good 
to have a higher social status, and it is good to be white. 
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 Like Minh-Anh, whitening products are something that Melissa grew up around. 
Her mother also used them, and if it were not for her acne, it sounded as though she had 
wanted to use them when she was younger as well. She reiterates what all of my 
participants stated about skin color and class, but she adds an element of idealized 
femininity to her description:  
I think there’s an association, like lighter skin is like associated with 
purity…And part of it is class in the sense that, oh, well, you can afford to 
not be outside and expose yourself to the elements, but also, there’s just, 
yeah…that…preference for…like smoothness and evenness, and I think 
that there’s still the ideal of like…of delicate-looking…because, like, 
that’s a sign of class. 
 
Melissa includes abstract and traditionally feminine characteristics like “purity” and 
“delicacy” along with her understanding of what light skin means. As I discussed in 
Chapters Two and Four, these are traits that assign value to individuals on the basis of 
how their body looks, and in a culture where such traits are highly valued, possessing 
them is a form of cultural capital. In support of this ideal, Lieu quoted Chi Nguyen, the 
1992 winner of Miss Tet Vietnam of Northern California, explaining, “the Vietnamese 
standard of beauty is based on cong (domestic skills), dung (physical beauty), ngon 
(speaking skills), and hanh (poise and modesty)” (2011:70). Vietnamese beauty goes 
beyond aesthetic preferences to include innocence, poise, and delicacy, and yet these are 
also characteristics read onto the aesthetic ideal of light skin. When one lightens, the 
benefits are more than a change in skin color.  
 Linh acknowledged the connection between light skin and class, but, for her, it 
was more an idea that she had heard, rather than one that had been emphasized in her life. 
She contrasted her beliefs with those of her husband, who did link color and class. She 
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said, “he always has in his head” these ideas, that “because you in the farm, you working 
hard. And the paler your color, you more, like, high-up there.” While Linh grew up in a 
middle-class suburb of Saigon, her husband grew up in a farming village. She said:  
I grew up with a lot of pale skin so like, so it’s normal for me to see, you 
know, every color…Tram. Like, she very dark. And my other friend, so 
pale. So I saw them all so…like and we all in the same middle class so I 
didn’t see it that way.  
 
Linh refers to her friend Tram, who lives in Vietnam, and who I actually met when I was 
there, as well as other friends they had growing up, who were quite light. Since all of the 
girls were middle-class, she never connected class status with the color of skin, although 
she was aware of the association growing up. In spite of her independent perspective on 
skin color, Linh nonetheless expressed a desire to be lighter. Prompted by our discussion 
of Korean movies, an often-mentioned source of ideal beauty among many Vietnamese 
women I have spoken to, Linh conceded: “I thought about it always…I wish, of course, I 
always wish I had that kind of skin. You know, I look in the mirror and my skin born like 
this, so I have to live with it.” Indeed, Linh is not alone; 95% of Internet participants felt 
that the perception of light skin as attractive was a persistent belief within the Vietnamese 
community. 
 Molly proved to be an important gatekeeper for my project. I’m grateful for her 
forthcoming cooperation and community engagement, and perhaps even more for the 
enthusiasm with which she met my interest in Vietnam. Her genuine encouragement of 
my progress with the Vietnamese language, as well as her patent willingness to share 
both pieces of herself and her culture, left me with nothing but admiration for who she is 
and how she conducts herself. I think, at times, my questions touched on sensitive topics 
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that invoked her to apologize, by proxy, for how family members construed issues of 
color and race. Race came through the strongest in this interview, whereas, in others, 
participants’ discussion of “light,” “dark,” “tan,” “pale,” and “white” was mostly 
contained to how these terms were perceived within the Vietnamese community. I 
appreciated the frame in which Molly placed color, race and Vietnamese-ness in America 
because it helped position this issue within the larger discourse of colorism among other 
minority groups in the US.  
When Molly informed me of what she perceived as the ideal, “stereotypical,” 
“Asian look,” she told me:  “you want to be pale; you obviously want to have some sort 
of oval, or like longer face; high cheekbones; you want to have a nice, straight, Roman 
nose; [and] long, straight, black hair.” Consider, for a moment, what of those features 
were also expressed in Minh-Anh’s description and Nhien T. Nguyen’s poem. I followed 
up by asking what she felt specifically motivated that “stereotypical” preference for 
paleness. Her response: 
I think it originated because, like, back in the day, if you were dark, you 
were a laborer because you were in the fields, and if you were pale, that 
meant you were inside, not doing anything, you were rich or something. 
And so I think maybe that just like passed on so now people just want to 
be pale, but I don’t really understand why. Like why do people see like 
African-Americans being darker as a bad sign as opposed to a white, 
Caucasian person? 
 
Molly’s description of the pale preference parallels those provided by other participants, 
and, similarly to them as well, she questions the persistence of this thinking. She also 
raises interesting questions about the nature of race and the symbolism of color. Race is a 
construct and color is a classifier. That white is associated with cleanliness, purity, and 
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goodness, while black signifies dirt, darkness, and evil is not truth; it is a symbolic 
duality, deeply imbedded in the way human beings perceive their world. 
 
 
Skin Color and Vietnamese Identity  
 
“Most people don’t see me as Vietnamese anyway...” –Linh 
 
 I have a male friend in Vietnam, Huy, whose skin is fairly dark. Now he lives in a 
Ho Chi Minh City skyscraper, but grew up in a village where he spent most of his time 
outdoors. Because of his skin tone, a running joke among his friends is that Huy is really 
Cambodian. It never seems to offend him and actually, I think he finds it quite funny, as 
if the suggestion he could be anything but Vietnamese is laughable. When I lived in 
Saigon, I got the impression that the Vietnamese generally cast a downward glance on 
their neighbors to the west. Again, it is just a sense, but I would liken it to the way 
American culture pokes fun at Canada. For instance, television shows like South Park 
and How I Met Your Mother contain running jokes about Canadians, which seem to be 
motivated by little more than the appeal of belittling a neighbor. I think that Vietnam and 
Cambodia have a similar, cultural relationship. Vietnam is at least a decade ahead of 
Cambodia in terms of development and I suspect any feelings of superiority have more to 
do with Vietnamese pride than negative feelings toward Cambodians; Cambodians just 
end up the brunt of the joke.   
 Interestingly, both Jess and Minh-Anh mentioned the “Cambodian joke” during 
the course of our interviews. When I asked Jess whether she had heard any stereotypes 
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about skin color in the Vietnamese community, she told me: “if you see a really tan 
Vietnamese person, we call them Cambodian.” Minh-Anh brought up the joke on her 
own, in the context of describing her family’s attitudes towards being in the sun. She 
said: 
My dad doesn’t care. It’s not like he wants to go out in the sun, but if he 
works in the sun, so be it. We actually joke around that he looks 
Cambodian. Because his skin’s very, very dark and I think I take after him. 
Because I darken pretty easily. My mom, on the other hand, is very pale 
and I wouldn’t say she consciously likes to be tan like some other Asian 
women, but, you know, she prefers not to be in the sun. Skin-wise, I think 
[my brother] also takes after my dad. We both have that Cambodian joke 
going on. 
 
I asked Minh-Anh to explain the joke to me, but other than Cambodians having darker 
skin, she wasn’t really sure what it meant. Jess could not offer any insight either. While 
one could argue the “joke” is a relatively harmless one, it does suggest there is a way to 
look Vietnamese, and a way to not. It questions the authenticity of one’s identity in the 
shadow of an ambiguous appearance.   
 In her article examining the use of whitening cosmetics in Japan, Mikiko Ashikari 
proposes that there exists a dominant connection between Japanese identity and “white” 
skin that seems to supersede other, concurrent meanings linking white skin to beauty and 
class (2005). She argues that an ideal exists that, “we Japanese originally share a 
common Japanese skin color” (2005:80) and a belief among her informants that, “the 
Japanese skin had a whiteness that is ‘unique’ and ‘peculiar’ to the Japanese” (2005:83). 
Her participants did not relate whiteness to Caucasian whiteness; rather they positioned 
skin color as a basis for their ethnic identity. Many of her participants admitted that other 
“non-Japanese Asian women had smooth white skin” (2005:83), nonetheless, these 
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women did not have characteristically Japanese skin. Thus, she concludes, since “‘white’ 
skin works as a symbol for us/Japanese” (2005:82), participants considered using 
whitening cosmetics as a means to “‘protect’ their white skin” or to otherwise “recover 
their ‘innate’ white skin tone” (2005:88). This is, perhaps, an analogous framework in 
which to consider the Vietnamese.   
 I introduced Linh’s cousin in the last chapter, when discussing her elder 
daughter’s desire for double-eyelid surgery. Linh also told me a story about her cousin’s 
younger daughter, who is ten:    
Her eyes very small…and…everyone say like she look like Chinese, 
because her eyes. So she have a picture taken, you know, on the cruise 
ship when we went. And they show me the picture yesterday and she 
laughed, “oh, look at my eyes, soo big!” Her mom asked they 
photoshopped the eyes. I feel so bad so, so I asked her to come over, you 
know, “No matter what anyone say you born the way you born, your fate, 
so it’s not about, like, how big are your..” and like she, “Oh, so I’m not 
Chinese now!!” I say “you not Chinese, you Vietnamese!” 
 
Linh felt badly that her cousin asked to digitally alter the young girl’s eyes for the photo 
portrait she took. It was evident that the girl had internalized this criticism, especially in 
the way that Linh conveyed the ten-year-old’s excitement over her “improved” 
appearance. She later told me her young cousin is going through a stage where “she hate 
everything about herself.” When Linh asked what she would change, she replied, “I want 
to be a white girl.” 
 Nina Hien’s ethnographic work on photo portraiture in Ho Chi Minh City 
demonstrates how, “digital retouching technologies offer Vietnamese people new tools to 
transform their fates” and in the process, “sustain or even shore up [their] Vietnamese 
identity” (2012:490). She discusses the ancient Vietnamese tradition of nhan tuong hoc, 
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or reading the face, which is an example of physiognomy; this science/art centers on the 
belief that personality traits can be extracted and understood through an informed reading 
of an individual’s facial features. Linh mentioned this concept in relation to her nose, 
which she did not like, but would never alter because it was her “fortune.” She mentions 
the idea again, when she consoles her young cousin, assuring the child that her “fate” lie 
in what she was born with. Although Linh actually feels that the “Vietnamese eyes, have 
better eyes. And Chinese..smaller,” she strongly believes that the body is a reflection of 
the self’s future. If you change it, you change your fate. In contrast, Hien’s work 
illustrates an alternative approach that distinguishes “the new physiognomy from its 
former practice, when facial elements were considered structural features. Now, the 
face—and the destiny it carried—[is] open to revision” (2012:483). A popular Photoshop 
request among Hien’s participants was to digitally lighten the skin.  
In spite of suggesting various criteria for how “typical” and “ideal” Vietnamese 
women look, none of the five Vietnamese women I interviewed related their own 
appearance to what they described. Molly offered an amusing anecdote from a people-
watching game she often plays with friends. It was a beautiful summer afternoon when 
we met at an outdoor café, and she had just played “Guess the Asian” under similar 
circumstances the day before. She explained: 
For example, like when you introduce yourself sometimes...because 
there’s so many international students around here...they’ll be like “oh, 
where are you from?” and I was like “oh, well, guess!” because obviously 
I’m Asian, so guess which Asian country I’m from. And they’re like “oh, 
oh, obviously you’re not from Japan/Korea…” but like he started naming 
off island countries and I’m like “I’m not from an island country.” So he 
said “ok.” And then he started naming off other countries and it took him a 
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while to say Vietnam. And it’s just because, apparently, I have very mixed 
features so you can’t really tell, like where I’m from per se.  
 
Molly’s story is a flirtatious illustration of how her appearance moderates others’ 
impressions of her cultural identity. Unlike some other participants born in the United 
States, Molly is fluent in Vietnamese, which, in a sense, increases her claim to 
Vietnamese-ness. Yet, because her features are “mixed” or ambiguous, an aspect of her 
self is not recognized and one that is important to her. There was aggravation in her voice 
that she reiterated the line “I’m not from an island country,” as if that implied something 
distasteful.  
 Linh also felt that her body was misaligned with her ethnic identity, even though 
she was born an hour outside of Saigon and lived there until she was thirteen. She 
expressed: 
Most people don’t see me as Vietnamese anyway. I don’t look 
like…typical Vietnamese girl because like the way my body…I’m built a 
little bit bigger than their friends, so…and even the skin, so… 
 
When I asked Linh how she would describe her skin color, she said, “Medium? Yeah. I 
don’t think I’m that dark because my legs are very pale.” In the context of our 
conversation, it felt like she was attempting to pass as medium when, really, she thought 
she was dark. The way she delivered the line was like she was presenting evidence, 
making a case for “medium.” She seemed relieved when I told her that I would say “light” 
anyway.  
I began to realize how undiscerning my eye was when it came to noticing subtle 
differences in skin tone. Like Linh, I would classify Melissa as “light,” whereas she also 
described her skin tone as “medium.” She was quite decisive about her own color, 
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although had some trouble pinning down her sister’s - “pale. I mean, not ghost-like, 
but…ivory. Or, no. Ivory is really light. I dunno, just a couple shades lighter.” Both 
Melissa and Linh feel their skin color prevents them from looking and therefore being 
authentically Vietnamese. Yet, as the table below indicates, the majority of Internet 
respondents also described themselves as “medium.” If 58% of respondents view their 
color as Melissa and Linh do, then perhaps a truth about how a real Vietnamese woman 
looks is articulated here. 
TABLE 1. Internet Respondent Skin Tone 
Very Light Light Medium Dark  Very Dark 
  26%  (n=5) 
58%  
(n=11) 
16%  
(n=3)   
 
 Of all participants, Melissa, especially, oscillates between her conviction that a 
normative Vietnamese appearance can be defined, and her uncertainty over how to 
formulate that definition. Having grown up in the largest Vietnamese community in the 
United States, and visited Vietnam, surely she has a great deal of experience perceiving 
and interpreting the appearance of those identified as Vietnamese, and yet she wavers 
over how or whether she can explain it. For the most part, she relates her own experience 
to what it was like to be Việt Kiều (diasporic Vietnamese) in Vietnam:  
I’ve gotten both reactions. Personally. Of people identifying me as 
Vietnamese and then, but also people expressing surprise that I’m 
Vietnamese. I think it’s more…like in Vietnam it’s like definitely about 
the way you dress umm…and certain behaviors, too. Like, traveling alone. 
Or eating alone. That’s just not something that a Vietnamese girl would 
do…and then like kind of being on the taller side also makes you stand out 
a bit. I mean obviously there would be Vietnamese girls who are like my 
height there, but it’s just that it’s like, taller than average. And then, like, 
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having…dark. Darker skin. But not because, not because I’m like working 
outside…and also, just maybe being a little on the plumper side too. 
 
Her comments call into question the nature of an identity when context is altered. If 
Melissa does not look Vietnamese to the Vietnamese in Vietnam, then, in a way, that 
invalidates the opinion of Vietnamese-Americans who think she does. It raises questions 
over who has the authority to decide the authenticity of appearance and muddles how 
transnational Vietnamese-ness can be understood. 
 Grounding her other example in the United States, Melissa attempts to make a 
counterpoint, to delineate what it is about appearance that does not look Vietnamese. She 
describes her cousin, asserting that she does not look “typically Vietnamese. Even though 
she’s full Vietnamese.” She says:  
I wouldn’t really know how to describe a typical, Vietnamese woman, but, 
at the same time, she definitely doesn’t look typical…a lot of people, 
when they meet her, they’re not even sure, like, what ethnicity she is. She 
just looks very ambiguous. I guess it’s because like, it’s like the long nose. 
My family would say that [she] doesn’t look Vietnamese. Partially 
because, yeah, she’s darker. But also…her hair, the way she dresses… 
 
Melissa concludes that she “would be considered more Vietnamese than [her] cousin.” 
She mentions some distinguishing features like the woman’s “long nose” and her “darker” 
skin, yet she also incorporates variable factors, like hair and clothing. While there is some 
agreement among her family and others, Melissa’s struggle to pin down exactly what it is 
that is “not” Vietnamese about her cousin’s appearance seems to indicate her own 
uncertainty. Perhaps her un-Vietnamese-ness belongs more to the domain of character 
and personality; or perhaps, because of her appearance, certain traits appear to be absent. 
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It is unclear and only serves to confound the question of what it means to look 
Vietnamese.  
Linh also spoke of how people in Vietnam interpreted her daughter’s appearance 
when the family returned for a visit. The story incorporates the features her daughter 
inherited from each parent:  
It is so funny though, like when my daughter was there, most of the people 
didn’t think she Vietnamese. Because like her hair somehow lighter, from 
the sun. And her skin, like my husband’s skin. So like she lighter and paler, 
and so like people say how like she half. So funny, but even like, she-she 
have my nose but very flat, so she cannot be half!  
 
Linh found it hilarious that her daughter’s ethnic identity was questioned in Vietnam and 
could barely hold in her giggles while telling the story. Earlier we discussed how she met 
her husband at college in the United States, but that he is also from Vietnam and has 
beautifully pale skin, “like a baby’s.” We also talked about her nose, a feature that she 
wishes was different, and by implication, very Asian in a not ideal way. She describes her 
daughter as having a flatter version of her own nose, and her husband’s ideally light skin, 
which sounds like an assemblage of characteristics that should indicate Vietnamese-ness 
and yet curiously does not. Her daughter is only recognized as half and what that might 
mean to the young girl’s sense of cultural identity or even to her sense of self remains to 
be explored.  
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Concluding Thoughts 
 
 The ideal female body is a socially and politically constructed entity. 
Appropriately disciplined to don the ao dai, the Vietnamese female body comes to stand 
as a symbol of the “imagined nation” and as evidence to the continuity of Vietnamese 
culture beyond the borders of Vietnam. Similarly, perceptions of appearance within the 
transnational Vietnamese community link visual authenticity to ethnic and cultural 
identity. Chow’s analysis of transnational, Chinese beauty pageants, in which contestants 
must be “authentically” Chinese to participate, illustrates how the “hegemony of visual 
Chineseness” is ultimately what validates that authenticity: “as long as one looks Chinese, 
one is interpellated as Chinese” (Chow 2011: 428). For my participants, it is precisely 
this lack of visual hegemony that calls into question their authenticity and thus, their 
perception of self. They look Asian, but for one reason or another, each feels that they do 
not look Vietnamese.  
 The history of the Vietnamese as an American minority is inextricable from 
United States’ foreign policy and the aftermath of its intervention in Vietnam. To be 
Vietnamese in America has a very specific cultural meaning and it is for this reason that 
the authenticity and ambiguity of appearance take on special significance.  
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CHAPTER 6: THE FAIREST OF THEM ALL 
 
Cam then thought: “If I were as beautiful as my sister, I would win the King’s heart.” 
She asked the queen: “Dearest Sister, how could I become as white as you?” 
 
“It is very easy,” said the Queen, “you have only to jump into a big basin of boiling water to get beautifully 
white.” 
 
Cam believed her and did as suggested. Naturally she died without being able to utter a word! 
 
When the stepmother heard about this, she wept and wept until she became blind. Soon, she died of a 
broken heart. The Queen survived both of them, and lived happily ever after, for she certainly deserved it. 
 
“Cinderella: the story of Cam and Tam”    [Bach Lan’s Vietnamese Legends] 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 FIGURE 10. Pond’s “The Diary” Movie-Style Posters (Naivenetwork 2012) 
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It may appear evident what values this series of Pond’s advertisements and the 
Vietnamese folk tale above share, although, beyond allusion, these two pieces of material 
culture are not related. “The Diary” is an ad campaign that first aired in 2010, in several 
of Pond’s global markets. It promotes a line of products called Flawless White, which 
claim to “lighten skin and reduce dark spots in just seven days” (Naivenetwork 2012). Ian 
Thomson and Evan Burford, the creative team responsible for the Asian version of the ad, 
state that this “series of movie-style posters” was designed “to accompany the launch of 
‘The Diary’ campaign on TV…to introduce consumers to the characters and create 
anticipation of the latest Pond's love story” (Naivenetwork 2012). The campaign is 
constructed as a narrative and the story told over four episodes. The video format of the 
series is available on YouTube or through Thomson and Burford’s marketing agency’s 
website.  It is essentially a modern-day Cinderella story, wherein the office assistant is 
revealed in a ball gown at the end, without her glasses, and the man chooses her over the 
successful, but malicious, “queen of the office.”  
 My in-depth interview participants watched the earliest version of this Pond’s 
marketing template; the first campaign, also created by Thomson and Burford’s agency, 
was called “7 Days to Love” and the majority of this chapter will be dedicated to its 
analysis and discussion. My study’s Internet respondents, however, were asked to share 
their thoughts on “The Diary.” The questionnaire showed just one of the above images, 
the woman in the lower right, and participants were asked to comment on Pond’s 
marketing choice. They were not informed that the poster referenced another form of 
marketing media, or that there were other characters involved in the campaign’s message. 
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Out of fifteen participants who answered the question, two connected the ad to a fairytale 
and both referenced ‘the fairest of them all.’ Their responses: 
It plays on the fairytale “Snow White,” where the main character is 
revered for her perfect and light skin. This allusion is used so as to make 
modern women want fair skin. –Internet Participant 1 
 
Dark hair with highlights – a signal of western ideals. It’s an homage to 
Snow White – that lighter skin will help a woman to find her Prince 
Charming in a modern context where women are also working. –Internet 
Participant 9 
 
In combining elements of “Snow White” and “Cinderella,” the advertisement modernizes 
a story that almost any young woman once imagined themselves in. Between the global 
dissemination of Walt Disney’s 
animated films and the existence 
of localized versions like “Cam 
and Tam,” it is all but guaranteed 
that these tales, in one form or 
another, were a part of most 
children’s childhood. Pond’s and  
its advertising agency, Oglivy & Mather, 
stumbled upon a winning formula in this series of dramatic, narrative commercials for 
Flawless White. With three campaigns produced within three years, the format became 
one of the “the biggest undertaken by Unilever Asia [Pond’s parent company]” 
(Naivenetwork 2012). 
 
 
FIGURE 11.  The Pond’s Flawless White 
Line (Unilever 2013) 	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Pond’s: A Short History 
  
 The history of the Pond’s company closely parallels the birth of the mass-market 
beauty business. Although the company transferred ownership and transformed its image 
over the years, as a branded commodity, the Pond’s label played an integral role in 
establishing an idealized image of beauty in the United States and, later, the world. 
Pond’s was established in 1846 when an American pharmacist invented a “witch hazel 
based wonder product” (POND’S 2012). Its purpose was initially designated to “relieve 
cuts and burns” (Jones 2010:52), but after launching its first national campaign in 1886, 
“Pond’s Extract’s wide-ranging claims to cure multiple illnesses” (2010:54) were met 
with skepticism among consumers growing savvy to media mistruths. The brand was re-
positioned as a feminine beauty product and Pond’s Cold Cream and Vanishing Cream 
hit stores in the early part of the twentieth century (Jones 2010).  
 From its first campaign in 1886, Pond’s was a client of the J. Walter Thompson 
advertising agency out of New York (Jones 2010). In her book Globalizing Ideal Beauty: 
How Female Copywriters of the J. Walter Thompson Agency Redefined Beauty for the 
Twentieth Century, Denise Sutton analyzes the influential role played by the agency’s 
Women’s Editorial Department. As the title indicates, the women employed by J. Walter 
Thompson, beginning in the first decades of the twentieth century, had an enormous 
impact on not only the agency’s international success, but on defining beauty to women 
around the world. Pond’s famous testimonial campaign was one of the first examples of 
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the department’s ability to reach female consumers and drive the sales of a struggling 
brand (Sutton 2009).  
 Pond’s 1920’s testimonial campaign was a simple formula in which a famous 
woman advocated for the product. As Kathy 
Peiss outlines, initially the campaign sought 
to link “female beauty and accomplishment” 
(1998:140) in featuring newsworthy women 
involved in the suffrage movement or 
otherwise politically affiliated. However, the 
format ultimately failed to impact the brand’s 
image and the agency instead turned to 
aristocrats and socialites to promote the 
product. Peiss quotes women from J. Walter 
Thompson to illustrate how the acquisition of 
glamorous and famous spokeswomen became 
“something of a sport” (1998:140) within the 
Women’s Editorial Department. Landing the best testimonial devolved into seeking 
predominantly the young and beautiful, in positions of status, and as Peiss concludes, the 
“campaign suggests how fragile and circumscribed were efforts to imagine an alternative 
feminine appeal in beauty advertising” (1998:140).  
 By the Second World War, Pond’s had established itself on a global scale. In 
1947, the brand was sold in 119 countries and international revenues represented 65% of 
FIGURE 12. Pond’s 1920’s Testimonial 
Campaign (Duke) 
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its total profit (Jones 2008). Established advertising agencies were, by now, adept at 
harnessing strategies of persuasion that drew from psychology. The new style of ads 
emphasized “images of flawless beauty, and made consumption integral to achieving the 
feminine ideal” (1998:247). The example Peiss offers is a Pond’s slogan promising to 
produce a “‘real, warm Inner You,’” which she cites to argue how the new generation of 
marketing pitched a paradox:  “one became a woman in an act of making up that was, 
incongruously, inherent to feminine nature” (1998:247).  
 Pond’s merged with Cheeseborough, makers of Vaseline, in 1955, and in 1987 
was bought by consumer product magnate, Unilever. Unilever is a multinational 
conglomerate with more brands than are worth counting here, spanning the categories of 
“personal care,” “home care,” “food,” and “health, hygiene, and beauty” (Unilever 
2010:25). In addition to Ponds and Vaseline, Unilever also owns major international 
beauty brands like Dove, Noxzema, and Fair & Lovely; its health, hygiene, and beauty 
division net over $18 billion in 2010 (Unilever 2010:26).  Unilever was born with the 
merger of two major soap companies, Pears and Lever Brothers, at the beginning of the 
twentieth century. Recall, from the background chapter, the Pears ad that characterized its 
soap as “the first step towards lightening the white man’s burden” (Anderson 2006:55). 
This history is compelling to consider in the light of Unilever’s massive presence in 
today’s marketplace, particularly its characterization of “health, hygiene, and beauty” as 
one product division.  
 Fair & Lovely, “one of the more profitable and faster-growing brands in Unilever 
and HLL’s [Hindustan Unilever Limited] portfolios” (Karnani 2007:1352), is a skin-
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whitening brand sold in forty Asian countries, Africa, and the Middle East; it has a huge 
market presence in India (Karnani 2007). Heralded as an example of a good, corporate 
citizen that assumes “responsibilities in the areas of human rights, labor standards, 
environment, and anti-corruption” (2007:1351), Karnani critiques the “good” that the 
brand’s Fair & Lovely Foundation sets out to accomplish. He probes the adverse 
messages that product advertisements deliver as necessarily negating the positive impact 
of its public welfare programs. He details a few of the heavily aired television 
commercials which 
typically contain the message of a depressed woman with few prospects 
who gains a brighter future by attaining either a boyfriend/husband or a 
job after becoming markedly fairer, which is emphasized in the 
advertisements with a silhouette of her face lined up dark to light. It is 
interesting to note that in the print and TV advertisements, as the woman 
becomes “whiter” she also becomes noticeably happier! (2007:1353) 
 
HLL defended Fair & Lovely’s controversial messages by arguing that the “commercials 
were about ‘choice and economic empowerment for women’” (2006:1354); they upheld 
the use of skin whiteners as “‘aspirational’” because “‘fair skin is like education, 
regarded as a social and economic step up’”(2007:1352).  
 Dove is another of Unilever’s international brands. In recent years, it has 
embarked on an advertising campaign very different from Fair & Lovely’s. Dove’s 
“Campaign for Real Beauty” was launched in 2004 after it commissioned “a global report 
on beauty that found that of the 3,200 women surveyed from ten countries, only 2 percent 
considered themselves beautiful” (Millard 2009:147). Dove began creating 
advertisements that praised a variety of different representations of beauty by skin color, 
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age, weight, and hair color. Many have praised Dove for its progressive mission; however, 
skeptics find it difficult to accept that the brand’s wide provision of whitening products in 
Asia puts it in a position to be admired (Millard 2009). According to its website, Dove’s 
commitment to “widening the definition of beauty” and broadening the “movement for 
self-esteem” (Dove 2010) represent the company’s visions for the future. This claim 
certainly seems problematic to reconcile with Dove’s distribution of skin whitening 
products; Vietnam is one such market wherein Dove’s whitening products thrive.  
  Journalist Layla Sayeed points out that, “hypocrisy is nothing new for Unilever” 
(2010:1). Contrasting the Dove campaign with another Unilever brand, Lynx, she 
illustrates the irony of corporate advertising budgets that, on the one hand, promote “real 
beauty,” and on the other, turn “stereotyping women into something of an art form” 
(2010:1). Her article primarily discusses Vaseline’s Facebook promotion in India – the 
brand created an app designed to lighten skin on users’ profile pictures. She quotes that 
the response to the promotion was “phenomenal,” and moreover, directed at men. The 
business of skin whitening is not a lingering phenomenon, but a burgeoning market. With 
estimates placing the global whitening industry at $10 billion by 2015, experts believe 
that levels of male whitening consumption will equal that of women’s within a decade 
(Sayeed 2010:1).  
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Love’s Helping Hand 
 
 “7 Days to Love” is a television ad campaign that first appeared in 2008 to 
promote Flawless White, a Pond’s product line that purports to lighten users’ skin tone. 
The campaign aired in several global markets, although it appeared with marked variation 
in terms of actors and cultural referents, depending on the part of the world for which it 
was produced. In the years since, the brand has renewed the template with additional 
advertising series entitled “Love Conquers All” and “The Diary.” These campaigns all 
follow the same format – a narrative is told over several “episodes” that mimic a 
television drama. Each episode is a separate TV commercial and the four-parts are 
released over a gradual period of time, enticing viewers into anticipation of the next 
installment. Although the Flawless White line is not among Pond’s offerings in the US 
market, quite a few versions of the ad for international audiences can be found on 
YouTube.  
 Since I was able to locate a version of “7 Days to Love” in Vietnamese and I 
know, from my own shopping experiences, that Pond’s Flawless White is available in 
Vietnam, I felt that an analysis of this particular campaign would complement other 
aspects of my research. In the US, Flawless White cannot be purchased at the typical 
stores where Pond’s products are sold; however, interested buyers can obtain the line by 
import through websites like eBay and Amazon. I also found the product for sale at a 
local grocery store in Boston’s Vietnamese enclave; it was merchandised along with a 
variety of other skin whitening brands. As my interview participants confirmed, most 
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specialty Asian grocers or cosmetics supply stores stock a selection of imported 
whiteners.  
 Pond’s is but one among many brands that make skin whitening creams, but what 
especially intrigued me was how my own brand associations were called into question 
when I discovered Flawless White for sale in Vietnam. Pond’s, of course, is a brand built 
upon the success of its cold cream. I associate a tub of Pond’s cold cream with my 
grandmother. A working immigrant with eight children, my grandmother’s beauty 
regimen was never much more than utilitarian; she didn’t use a lot of products, didn’t 
fuss much over her appearance, but applying Pond’s cold cream was something she took 
the time to do each day of her adult life.  I grew up thinking about the brand as something 
for the everyday woman, no bells, no whistles. It had simple but recognizable packaging, 
was competitively priced, and readily available at any drugstore. I thought of it as 
“wholesome” because of its simplicity, because it sought not to change imperfections, but 
to bolster the natural beauty of users’ skin.  
When one considers the following pronouncement on Pond’s US homepage, it 
would seem my perception of the brand was perhaps more a result of deliberate 
marketing than of my own thinking: “Before Botox, there was POND’S Cold Cream 
Cleanser” (POND’S 2012). Juxtaposing its cold cream with an injectable chemical, 
Pond’s presents itself as a less invasive yet comparably effective, time-honored, and 
therefore almost “natural” aging solution. The overall marketing message of Pond’s US 
site is that “generations of women have depended on beauty essentials like POND’s Cold 
Cream Cleanser for over 150 years” (POND’S 2012). The brand relies on its reputation 
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among American consumers and proffers dependability and trust as its core attributes. 
This strategy, however, does not necessarily hold up in other global markets.  
Like most multinational brands, Pond’s creates a website for each market where 
the product is sold, although, when I tried to access two different sites in Asia, I was 
unable to do so. For example, one cosmetics review blogger mentioned the “Flawless 
White Unbeaten Whitening Challenge” (Shen’s Addiction 2011), a promotional contest 
that Pond’s Philippines sponsored. When attempting to follow the link posted by the 
blogger, or even manually type the website’s address, I was automatically redirected to 
the Pond’s American homepage. Even more intriguing was when I attempted to navigate 
to ponds.vn for the Vietnamese website; the page began to load and the menu bar in 
Vietnamese language appeared, but then the site quickly refreshed and, once again, 
redirected to Pond’s US homepage. I finally found brand-produced information on 
Pond’s offerings in Asia by navigating to parent company Unilver’s global website, 
selecting my location as Vietnam, and searching through the conglomerate’s brands in 
order to select Pond’s. Luckily, Unilever Vietnam’s site appears only in English.  
The marketing copy that I found on Unilever’s brand site explicitly articulates the 
themes of the “7 Days to Love” campaign. A brief history of the company is supplied 
under the heading “Overview,” wherein Pond’s “new lease on life and love with [its] 
2008 reinvention” (Unilever 2013) is described. This “reinvention” refers to changes in 
packaging and formulation and implies the distribution of Flawless White throughout the 
brand’s Asian markets. The inclusion of this longer excerpt from the website illustrates 
Pond’s Asia’s core attributes and values: 
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The evolution of Pond’s is a true reflection of the modern Asian woman, 
who is confident, vibrantly happy, and dynamic. And in keeping with the 
times, Pond’s provides products for all face care needs, in every stage of a 
woman’s life, and even love.  
 
From the classic cold cream, which was considered a cure-all way back in 
the day, Pond’s now offers various platforms such as oil control and acne 
solution for young women on the cusp of romantic discovery; skin 
lightening for those in search of true love; as well as products that provide 
the best-proven anti-aging technology for those who wish to renew sparks 
and rekindle passions. 
 
Pond’s continues to deliver exactly what women long for: the gift of 
beauty that can bring romance into their lives. (Unilever 2013) 
 
One could never accuse Unilever’s copywriters of ambiguity. The brand deafeningly 
asserts that beauty is a gift, but one that can be purchased. With beauty comes love, and 
love, resoundingly, is all that “women long for.”  
 
Episode One 
“7 Days to Love” begins with a tight shot of two silver pendants that, together, 
form a heart. The two chains pull apart and the heart breaks, revealing an emotional 
young couple saying their goodbyes in a modern, airport space. After a time-lapse 
notification of “5 Years Later” flashes across 
the screen, the audience finds the woman from 
the airport dining with friends; she has a new 
hairstyle and is dressed more professionally. 
Someone tosses a copy of a magazine onto the 
table and the camera zooms in to the opened 
FIGURE 13. “7 Days to Love” YouTube 
Screen Capture- Protagonist 
(Naivenetwork) 
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page, “Glamour Couple to Wed in 7 Days,” 
it reads. The article incites a strong reaction 
from the woman, who abruptly gathers her 
things and leaves the restaurant.   
In the next scene, the very same 
“glamour couple” from the magazine 
appears, only the viewer realizes the man 
is the one from the airport five years ago. His hair is different and his attire is much more 
polished, but it becomes clear that his image 
was what caused his long-ago girlfriend such 
distress. The couple walks happily down the 
street, arms entwined and smiling, when the 
single woman walks into the frame, 
approaching them from the opposite direction. 
The glamorous fiancé fails to notice at all, but the former couple show a flicker of 
recognition for one another. Each, at different times, turns around to watch the other walk 
away.   
After her former love and his future wife have walked out of the frame, the 
woman, now clearly the protagonist and hero of the story, approaches a window display. 
There are multiple TV’s stacked upon each other, all playing a Pond’s Flawless White 
commercial. The camera zooms in to show the commercial and a woman’s voice speaks: 
“Pond’s Flawless White – reduces dark spots and lightens skin in just seven days.”  The 
FIGURE 14. “7 Days to Love” YouTube 
Screen Capture- Magazine Headline 
(Naivenetwork) 
FIGURE 15. “7 Days to Love” YouTube 
Screen Capture- Male Love Interest 
(Naïvenetwork) 
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episode concludes with the text, “to be 
continued…” and the voice speaks again, 
“Pond’s Flawless White – love’s helping 
hand.”                  
 
 
 
Episode Two 
 The second episode opens with the protagonist in her bedroom, sitting on her 
white bed, surrounded by white walls, staring out the window while the breeze rustles her 
gauzy white drapes. Her room is sparse: her 
bed does have a headboard, her bedside "table” 
consists of a lamp atop some stacked file 
boxes and she has quite a few frameless 
photos stuck to the wall above her lamp. The 
camera cuts to a close shot of the magazine 
article from the previous episode, but no text shows, only the faces of her love interest 
and his fiancé, the antagonist.  
In the next scene, a close-up shot of a woman’s hand appears, with a ring on her 
wedding finger. The camera zooms out to show the antagonist, appearing to admire her 
hand (see character photo). What seemed like happiness quickly turns to aggravation, 
even rage, as she takes off the ring, and demands that her fiancé look at another in the 
FIGURE 16. “7 Days to Love” YouTube 
Screen Capture- Ad Within an Ad 
(Naivenetwork) 
FIGURE 17. “7 Days to Love” YouTube 
Screen Capture- Antagonist 
(Naivenetwork) 
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case. The frame expands to show that the couple is in a high-end jewelry store; the space 
is white. After indicating the first ring was not the one she wanted, then storms out. The 
man tries to stop her, grabbing her arm, but she turns only long enough to glare at him. 
The camera turns back to the case. The first ring, a simple band, sits in the foreground on 
the glass top of the display case, while the ring she pointed to sits in the background, 
beneath the glass. The focus of the camera moves away from the simple band to bring 
clarity to the second ring: it is a large diamond solitaire, encircled by a band of diamonds. 
The man shakes his head, seeming upset or perplexed. 
The next scene brings viewers back to the protagonist in her bedroom. Now she 
stands by the window with hair pulled up. Her face shows pain or anguish. She looks into 
the distance and the camera zooms in to show her opening a tub of Flawless White in the 
palm of her hand. Zooming back out, viewers watch her apply the product and observe 
her facial expression brighten - her anguish 
disappears. The promotional segment of the 
ad begins; this is the ad within an ad that 
she watched in the window display in 
episode one. The first of the voiced over 
lines is spoken during this segment.  
Next the man enters a floral shop and begins to browse.  He chooses a bouquet 
and takes it to the desk where the store clerk sits. The woman looks up and viewers see 
that she is the protagonist. The two realize who they are looking at and a flood of 
emotions wash over their face, from surprise to what seems like longing. The woman 
FIGURE 18. “7 Days to Love” YouTube Screen 
Capture- Product Application (Naivenetwork) 
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looks away for a moment and when she turns back to man, quickly raises her hand to 
cover the pendant around her neck. Their mouths move and without actual audio they 
seem to catch up on each other’s lives; the man looks around the store, impressed with 
what is likely the protagonist’s small business. He leaves with his bouquet and the 
woman is left alone, looking sad.  
The next shot shows a photo of the two of them sits on her desk. The photo is in 
the background and her cellphone is in the foreground; the camera brings the cell phone 
into focus where she has composed a text message: “I still love you. –Carrie.” The 
second voice over line plays, “Pond’s Flawless White, Love’s Helping Hand,” and 
Carrie’s fingers waver back and forth between the “send” and “cancel” buttons on her 
phone. “To be continued” flashes on the screen and the episode ends.  
 
Episode Three 
As the third episode opens, the viewer is led through an expensive restaurant 
illustrated by elements like an elaborate chandelier, table linens, and formally dressed 
waiters. The man and the antagonist sit at a table in the center, with no other tables 
around. The camera zooms in to what the man holds in his lap, underneath the table; it is 
the large diamond that his fiancé demanded. When the camera moves to his face, he 
seems worried or indecisive.  
 Viewers are brought back to Carrie, pacing in her floral shop. She is still debating 
over whether to send the text message from episode two, the content of which is shown 
again. Her facial expressions and body language, like putting the phone to her forehead, 
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indicate she is unsure of what to do. The shot moves quickly to the couple conversing 
over dinner and again back to Carrie; she hits “send,” and in the next moment, the man 
receives a text. It reads: “I hope you are 
happy always… -Carrie.” He looks taken 
aback and sinks further into his chair, 
staring into the distance. The camera shows 
a flash of Carrie’s lovelorn face, and a shot 
of the man closing the ring box. He places 
his phone on the table and excuses himself. 
His fiancé eyes the phone and the next shot shows a white phone, on a white table, with 
only a pair of women’s white pants that can be seen approaching it. 
Carrie picks up her phone to read a text message that has just arrived. Her facial 
expression goes from neutral to devastated and the next shot shows the text: “I never 
want to see you again… –Jack.” She is next shown sitting down, hugging her knees, 
looking into the distance and crying. 
Viewers are brought back to the antagonist 
who is just placing a phone onto the table at 
the restaurant. The camera zooms in to her 
face and her light brown eyes look directly 
at it, a sinister half-smile on her face. 
Carrie is shown again, with visible tears 
FIGURE 19. “7 Days to Love” YouTube 
Screen Capture- Text from Protagonist 
(Naivenetwork) 
FIGURE 20. “7 Days to Love” YouTube 
Screen Capture- Text from “Man” 
(Naivenetwork) 
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running down her face, and the promotional portion of the ad begins. “Pond’s Flawless 
White, reduces dark spots and lightens skin in just 7 days,” the voice says.  
 The episode ends with a mini-montage of images: Carrie lays the photo on her 
desk face down, throws away her calendar – which had six days crossed off, the camera 
moves to a poster of the Eiffel Tower in the flower shop, and Carrie takes off her silver 
pendant. In the next shot, it is dusk in the flower shop; the last bit of white daylight 
streams in from the window, providing the only light in the shop. Everything is covered 
with white dust cloths, except the image of the Eiffel Tower remains visible. Carrie 
stands in the center, surveying the scene, with her purse on her arm and a piece of paper 
in her hand. With that, the product image appears and the voice speaks, “Pond’s Flawless 
White, Love’s Helping Hand.” In the last seconds of the episode, Carrie drags a suitcase 
away from the flower shop, and Jack, somewhere else, looks at his phone; “to be 
continued” flashes on the screen.  
 
Episode Four 
 The final episode of “7 Days to Love” begins in Jack’s bedroom. In contrast to 
Carrie’s, it appears to be decorated quite expensively and functions as yet another symbol 
to differentiate his lifestyle from Carrie’s. He sits on his bed and is going through his 
phone, when he discovers the text that his fiancée sent to his ex-girlfriend. The look on 
his face changes as he makes the connection. In the next scene, he and the antagonist are 
gesticulating to one another and appear to be arguing. They are in public somewhere, and 
as they approach a downward escalator, he puts his hand up to her, as if to indicate that 
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she should stop talking. At that moment, he 
looks up to see Carrie coming towards them 
up the escalator. She sees the couple, but 
immediately casts her eyes downward. Jack 
seems shaken, really affected by the sight 
of her, and continues to stare as the three 
pass each other at the center point of the 
side-by-side escalators (see storyboard photo). 
 The promotional portion of the ad begins and the first line is spoken. Then, a 
series of images, past and present, flash on the screen. They illustrate that Jack has 
realized he is still in love with Carrie. The antagonist slaps him and he runs off to find his 
true love. It is now evident that they are all in an airport, in fact, the very same one where 
the young couple said goodbye five 
years prior. Carrie is getting ready to 
board her plane and Jack is looking for 
her nearby. Someone bumps into 
Carrie, causing her to drop what is in 
her hand. The tinkle of the heart pendant 
hitting the floor catches Jack’s attention 
and they lock eyes. He starts to smile, but she turns to walk away. He grabs her arm and 
when she attempts to push him back, her hand lands on half of the silver heart pendant 
that hangs from his neck. Carrie weeps with joy, and the scene of their previous goodbye 
FIGURE 21. “7 Days to Love” YouTube 
Screen Capture- Airport Encounter 
(Naivenetwork) 
FIGURE 22. “7 Days to Love” YouTube Screen 
Capture- Reunion (Naivenetwork) 
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plays again in gray scale. They embrace and the two silver pendants are again stuck 
together. The ad ends with the product image and the final line, “Pond’s Flawless White - 
Love’s Helping Hand.”  
 
Analysis 
 
 The version that I analyzed and requested participant feedback on was in English, 
yet the communicative capability of “7 Days to Love” has little to do with the words 
spoken in its few lines of dialogue. The ad’s themes, beauty and true love, are universal 
in their scope; besides missing minor details, a viewer would not need to understand the 
language used in order to understand the marketing message. The characters do not 
verbally communicate at all, and the only audible words are the two promotional lines, 
voiced over and spoken by a woman. The same two quotes reoccur in all four episodes, 
although the timing of when the lines are injected does vary. In the English version, the 
first of the two reads, “Pond’s Flawless White – reduces dark spots and lightens skin in 
just seven days,” while the second states “Pond’s Flawless White – love’s helping hand.”  
The few other instances of language in the ad are in print, once in the form of the 
gossip magazine headline, as well as the several text messages that are shown on the 
protagonist’s and her love interest’s cell phones. Other occurrences of text, lines like “5 
years later” or “to be continued...” are conceptually embedded in the context of the ad, 
and only really serve to emphasize what is already apparent. Following this template, 
Pond’s and Ogilvy & Mather are able to keep the scenes exactly the same in particular 
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regions and must only address the translation of the text and voice over quotes into the 
language of the broadcast market. For example, in the Vietnamese version of the ad, the 
text messages are in Vietnamese and the characters’ names are “Huy” (the man) and 
“Anh” (the woman), common names in Vietnam.  
There are reoccurring symbolic elements throughout the four episodes. First is the 
contrast in appearance between the two female characters. Carrie is always wearing light 
colored clothing, typically pastels or white, and her style could be characterized as simple 
and laid-back with lots of flowing dresses and skirts. Her makeup is minimalist and her 
hair is always loosely styled. The antagonist, on the other hand, is always dressed 
glamorously, wearing dark colors and tight clothing. Her eyes are atypically light for an 
Asian woman, and her hair always appears as if it had just been professionally coiffed.  
A second symbolic theme is the difference in lifestyle between the “glamour 
couple” and Carrie. Carrie is essentially only shown in her sparingly decorated bedroom 
or her workplace, whereas the couple is always pictured living a life of leisure. They 
wear nice clothes, dine at expensive restaurants, shop at high-end stores, and get driven in 
a car. The un-named antagonist demands an elaborate engagement ring and Jack’s 
bedroom is luxuriously appointed, with contemporary furniture and a flat screen TV. 
While what Jack can offer is fairytale-like, Carrie’s lifestyle is admirable and, to a degree, 
also aspirational. She lives simply and asserts feminine independence in owning her own 
floral business. Yet, as implied at the end, she has saved enough money to go to Paris, 
and so she also represents a sense of transnationalism and belonging to a global culture. 
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The image of Jack getting out of a car in the first episode is a very interesting one; 
in each of the other series, “Love Conquers All” and “The Diary,” an automobile also 
figures prominently in the characterization of the male love interest. In “Love Conquers 
All,” it is a limousine, and in “The Diary,” a vintage convertible. This trend might not stir 
consumer interest in the United States, but I think it is a strategic choice for Asian 
markets. In Vietnam, for example, only the very wealthy own a car and even then, a type 
that Americans would consider a working-class brand, like Toyota. The majority of 
Vietnamese drive motorbikes, which is a concern for women in terms of their exposure to 
the sun; most Vietnamese women go to great lengths to cover as much of their body as 
possible. Thus, the concept of a man who owns a car, never mind with a driver, is a clear 
articulation of class status.  
 The advertising agency that Unilever contracts with for Pond’s is multinational 
firm Oglivy & Mather. Creative marketers, like those mentioned at the beginning of this 
chapter, are brought in to design campaigns, but Oglivy is responsible for creating and 
maintaining Pond’s overall brand image. The agency has a concept called The big ideaL, 
a conceptual way of understanding a brand’s core value: 
A “big ideaL” takes that ethically rooted notion of the ideal and extends it 
into the world as it is lived, out of the realm of thought and into the churn 
of commerce. It is the concise description of the ideal at the heart of a 
brand or a company identity — its deeply held conviction on how the 
world, or some particular part of it, should be. (Mitchell & Shaw 2010:7) 
 
A brand’s “big ideaL” requires “a penetrating understanding of [its] best self within a 
cultural context” (Mitchell & Shaw 2010:30) so that it can assert itself in relation to the 
social world. This is a compelling way to reflect on multinational brands and how their 
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“best selves” vary by context, almost like how human identities shift when in different 
contexts as well.  Brands are symbols - “people value [them] for what they mean and use 
that meaning in their life, often in profound ways…to help solidify who they are [and] 
what they’re striving for” (Holt 2012). True love is a powerful idea and fairytales speak 
to an alternative self that might, one day, be realized; if Pond’s is synonymous with both 
of these concepts, it becomes logical that buying the brand’s products will bring 
consumers closer to that happy ending.    
 
Participant Responses  
  
 Linh, the eldest of those I interviewed and the only one born in Vietnam, could 
barely contain her laughter while watching “7 Days to Love.” Although the ad conveys a 
melodramatic, almost melancholic tone, anyone observing Linh that day would assume 
she was watching the latest comedy clip to go viral. Negatively confirming the ad’s 
message, she exclaimed, between giggles, “Who are you kidding, Pond’s isn’t going to 
help me land a man!” Employed on the luxury end of the beauty service industry, Linh’s 
life experience contributed to shaping her view of the Pond’s brand, which, in turn, 
prevented her from taking it seriously. I met Linh through channels related to a former 
employer, a context in which women spent an enormous amount of money to stock their 
vanities with “essential” beauty supplies. As I have seen and experienced first hand, 
working at this level of beauty consumption has the effect of normalizing purchasing 
behavior that is anything but typical to the rest of the world. It does not take long to feel 
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that one cannot possibly do without $100 face creams and $20 mascaras which, of course, 
is why discounts are offered; employees become willing proponents of the brands they 
sell. Linh admitted this context influenced how she related to the Pond’s marketing 
message; her beauty beliefs were aligned with a more prestigious level of consumer 
product.  
Interview participants unanimously agreed: it was difficult to notice any variation 
in skin tone between the two lead actresses featured in the campaign. Although the 
marketing message clearly juxtaposes one woman who “has it all” with another who must 
apply Flawless White in order to improve her chances, all study participants noted that, in 
fact, both actresses cast appeared to have analogously light skin. Molly, for example, 
voiced that it was “hard to tell [them] apart” when the actresses had “very similar features” 
and “didn’t even look that different.” She did not even realize the actresses were different 
people until the end of her first time watching the clip. For the women interviewed, none 
of who currently use whitening products, the ad’s casting choices failed to link the 
storyline to the product it sought to sell.  
Jess felt that since “everyone was really pale anyways,” then it was almost like 
“the skin whitening thing was an afterthought.” From our conversation, it was apparent 
that Jess understood Pond’s intention to associate light skin with beauty and true love, 
however, she was very critical of how light-skinned the actress who used the product 
was; she felt Pond’s was really “forcing it” and “pushing [the connection] too hard” when 
it seemed that nothing about the actress’ appearance had changed after applying the 
product. Jess would have had an easier time accepting the product’s viability if there had 
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been someone cast with darker skin who then became lighter, but since the lead actress 
“put on that skin whitening stuff and [Jess] couldn’t tell she was paler,” the ad, for her, 
failed to effectively promote the product.  
Like the other participants, Minh-Anh mentioned, “both women [were] relatively 
light skinned,” but also observed the male actor was “darker” than the actresses featured 
in the campaign. Her critique of “7 Days to Love” centered on the gender dynamics at 
play and she later remarked, “apparently there is no whitening beauty product for him!” 
While skin-lightening products marketed to men do indeed exist, Minh-Anh’s comment 
touched on a pertinent point supported in the literature. In one quantitative study, it was 
found that, on average, men with darker faces were considered more attractive than those 
with lighter faces, whereas the opposite was true for women, those with lighter faces 
were thought to be more attractive than those with darker faces (Lewis 2011). Another 
analysis of a large-scale sample of print ads from the 1970’s and the 2000’s seemed to 
support this finding; the researcher found that, on average, female models of a particular 
race-classification were portrayed as having fairer skin than male models in the same 
racial category (Baumann 2008).  
As a complement to my own analysis of the campaign, an interesting facet of 
screening “7 Days to Love” to my interview participants was the opportunity to reflect on 
how their impressions might contrast those of the target audience. It seemed most of the 
women took issue with the inadequate presentation of the product’s effects, but I wonder 
if this desire for evidence is just a resultant expectation of being socialized within a 
particular beauty market. If we compare the excerpt from the Unilever-Vietnam website 
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to the marketing copy used within Pond’s US website, the consumer values that emerge 
are vastly different. Americans desire transparency in their product presentation: they 
want to know what it does, what is in it, and why they should use it. They want to hear 
action verbs, scientific terminology, and assurance of the product’s effectiveness. That is 
not to say that American consumers do not equate beauty products with true love. Maybe 
they do, but that is not a value for public consumption; it will not sell a product.  
Although I agree with participants in that the actresses’ skin colors were difficult 
to distinguish, I viewed this casting choice through an alternative frame. Rather than 
dismissing their similarities as a marketing misstep, I felt this aspect of the ads harbored 
an implicit level of persuasion. In doubly presenting the aspirational ideal, Pond’s 
suggests lightness is both critical to success and impossible to satiate. When there are two 
women in a story, both beautiful, both light-skinned, perhaps it is not just that one woman 
used the product and succeeded in winning the man’s heart, but also that the other woman 
did not use the product, that she did not realize the edge lightening might give her. In this 
way Pond’s maximizes its market and broadens the demand for its product; Flawless 
White is not just for those women with darker skin who desire to be lighter, but for any 
woman who desires to enhance her beauty and therefore to improve her life.   
Ads are designed to appeal to consumers in a way that not only creates a point of 
reference in their lives, but also captures something of their dreams and aspirations. In 
her analysis of skin whitening ads, Joanne Rondilla coined the term relatable ideal to 
characterize the model choice, or in this case, choice of actress, used to promote a 
lightening product. This enables us to consider how the Flawless White actresses are also 
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relatable ideals; women can situate themselves in relation to their “Asian face and at the 
same time aspire to [their] measure of Whiteness” (Rondilla & Spickard 2007:90). Ads 
are most effective when target consumers can both relate to and want to be the person 
advertising the product. It is more compelling for the Flawless White protagonist to be 
unlucky in love and light skinned, as viewers will then relate to her story of love lost, her 
motivation to use the lightening product, all the while aspiring to emulate her appearance. 
Viewers’ desire to be her and to do what she does is the principle on which the ad is 
founded.  
Melissa, who proved a key informant on account of her willingness to explore my 
questions in depth, was quite taken aback by the “7 Days to Love” series. I felt all of the 
women interviewed were somewhat shocked by the ad’s content, but Melissa was 
especially vocal about her astonishment. She asked to watch additional episodes and we 
also spent some time clicking through the various videos produced for the Asian, Indian, 
and African markets. Although she disapproved of what the ad expressed, she understood 
how the format could draw viewers in:  
It’s catchy, it’s easy to remember…You forget that it’s really just an ad 
about a whitening cream because you get caught in the story and you’re 
like “I wanna be that girl”… “I want to be that girl, what did she do in the 
ad? Oh, she bought this thing”… And like, all these associations, like the 
quest for perfection. Not just in appearance, but also in your relationships. 
In your love life…And it seems that it’s saying that, you know, [this thing] 
is just one other way to help you, to help you get closer to that, to the ideal.   
 
Melissa perceives those values that the marketers hope will find salience with the 
audience. Her reading goes deeper in perceiving the story to be a “quest for love and 
acceptance,” perhaps reflecting her own associations with lighter skin. The ad is also a 
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“quest for perfection,” or true happiness, and the product a “way to help you” on the 
journey. Melissa mentions how she forgets “it’s really just an ad,” which is, I suspect, the 
vision behind this ad’s success.  
 I have watched this series of ads countless times now, and my reaction to Carrie’s 
success never fails to surprise me: I feel happy for her. “7 Days to Love” is cinematic in 
scope and it is truly amazing how, in less than five minutes, characters can be developed 
to the extent that they do affect you, you do become invested in their happiness, and you 
do imagine yourself in their shoes. Comparing “7 Days to Love” to the campaigns that 
followed it makes evident how much effort and research went into fine-tuning the 
concept. In other words, the emotional affect of “7 Days to Love” pales in comparison to 
the subsequent campaigns. I would love to further explore audiences’ reception to these 
series in markets where they aired. While most of my participants were quick to dismiss 
the impact of such a campaign, at least in terms of their motivation to buy the product, it 
remains that all three versions of the Pond’s love story were “rolled out globally” 
(Naivenetwork 2012). Produced with different actors and actresses, they appeared in 
India, as well as in South Africa, and perhaps beyond.   
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CHAPTER 7: CONCLUSIONS 
 
  
 
 
 I began this thesis by outlining my intent to contribute to a field of scholarship 
that explores the privileging of lighter skin within communities of color. The project was 
born in Vietnam and based on my experiences discussing women’s preference for light 
skin and observation of skin whitening product popularity in that national market. I was 
interested in exploring, and perhaps contrasting, how women in Vietnam perceive light 
skin with the perceptions of beauty practices in a population of Vietnamese-American 
women residing in Boston. In juxtaposing my participants’ “real” approaches to beauty 
and beautifying, enacted in their lives, with their conceptions of “ideal” beauty, framed 
by Vietnamese culture, mainstream American culture, and a transnational brand 
advertisement, I depicted how women negotiate their selves in the broader context of 
gendered social expectations. I probed what participants felt was beauty’s function in 
their lived experience as women, and the conclusions that I have drawn offer some, small 
insight into the relationships between appearance, gender, race, class, culture, and 
identity.  
 In my experience as a woman, and my interpretive opinion, Chapter Four 
discusses generalizable attitudes towards feminine appearance. Most participants viewed 
their “looks” in relation to a normative standard and, when aspects of their bodies were 
perceived to be aberrant, they took steps to “correct” that feature and return it to “normal.” 
When, at times, bringing their bodies into dialogue with the norm proved difficult, 
several of the women expressed disappointment, guilt, or even a degree of sadness that 
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this failure was so visible. Women’s bodies, and their selves, are symbiotically valued 
within contemporary society. Although she trails off, just about any woman might find 
herself capable of filling in the blank Michelle left when she said: 
I think that I’m not as susceptible to it, but maybe, maybe I am anyway. I 
think, say, women who are interested in women’s issues, or try to be 
critical…There’s always, I think, this other level in which sometimes you 
question how much these messages have entered you unconsciously. Even 
if you’re making that effort to, to deconstruct these messages…Just 
because you know it intellectually doesn’t mean it doesn’t provoke a 
certain… 
 
Her comment so poignantly touches on what it means to be a woman in America after, 
citing the term scholars reference, three “waves” of feminism have passed. Just “because 
you know it intellectually” does not mean you can escape the ubiquity of power’s 
disciplinary gaze that, long ago, set a normative standard for feminine appearance. 
 Chapter Five discusses experiences with appearance that are not so generalizable, 
although different aspects of the arguments posed are likely to resonate with Vietnamese 
and/or the Vietnamese diaspora. This chapter explores two primary themes that arose to 
indicate skin tone was conceptually attached to the concept of a communal, Vietnamese 
identity. For my participants, skin color was acknowledged as a class indicator, but this 
first theme was framed as an “older generation” belief, something brought from Vietnam, 
but abandoned by American-Vietnamese. The second theme, an elusive yet persistent 
notion that there was a way to look that was the way Vietnamese looked, was universally 
expressed by participants, and yet also universally refuted in their perceptions of their 
own bodies as not being the Vietnamese body. This is especially relevant for women, 
given the cultural symbolism that the female, Vietnamese body carries.  
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 As argued by Nhi Lieu (2011), the Vietnamese woman, perfectly proportioned 
and appropriately groomed to don the ao dai, is a symbol of the “imagined” nation for the 
once exiled diaspora in the United States. I would broaden her argument to suggest that 
the American public was partially complicit in constructing this representation of the 
female, Vietnamese body.  In a chapter of her book entitled “Vietnamese Women in the 
American Mind,” Heather Marie Stur convincingly argues how American G.I.s were 
socialized within military culture to perceive the Vietnamese woman as a symbolic 
representative of both their enemy and the people whom it was their mission to protect. 
She observes how “U.S. military and government handbooks about South Vietnam often 
featured photographs or drawings of Vietnamese women wearing the ao dai on their 
covers, as if the image were the country’s national symbol” (2011:40).  
 Whether via media coverage or through the experience of combat, Vietnamese 
femininity and a people’s national identity were early entwined in the imagination of 
Americans who bore witness to the Vietnam War. So framed, Nhi Lieu’s positioning of 
the female body as a symbol of a remembered past was also, perhaps, one that facilitated 
South Vietnamese assimilation and acceptance into a culture that spent a decade debating 
whether the Vietnamese were victims or enemies. Lieu argues that re-claiming the ao dai 
in the United States was a political statement against the communists who took over 
Vietnam; I would suggest that part of that strategy was also an assertion of allegiance to 
the new home in which exiled Vietnamese hoped to carve a place. As one of America’s 
youngest immigrant populations, resulting from one of its most notorious military 
interventions, the political significance of what it means to be Vietnamese in America is 
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not a topic for history books; it is alive in the experiences of these young women, born 
both here and there, who find ways to make meaning of their selves in dialogue with the 
meanings others assign to them and to their bodies.  
 The idealization of Vietnamese feminine appearance presents most obviously in 
the image of the ao dai and the body that it best fits. Nhien Nguyen’s poem at the 
beginning of Chapter Five makes explicit those characteristics, that, even once the ao dai 
comes off, remain as markers of what it means to correctly appear Vietnamese: light skin, 
long hair, good posture, and a quiet voice. For immigrants from a country where farming 
is the majority occupation, the connections between light skin and class are easily 
understood. In my conversations with urban, professional, Vietnamese women in Ho Chi 
Minh City, this was an oft-expressed motivation behind the desire to lighten skin. For my 
Vietnamese-American study participants, however, this idea is acknowledged but not 
accepted. They all seemed to have Americanized their thinking to the extent that the 
conflation of skin color and class status was not relevant within the framework in which 
they considered their appearance. In a sense, the ao dai’s meaning was similarly 
subverted. In American culture, the ao dai was a form of cultural dress participants might 
turn to for a special occasion, rather than an everyday garment representing a labor-free 
lifestyle.  
 Although participants felt that class and color did not persist in the American 
context, or at least among the younger generations, “the Cambodian joke” presents an 
element of irony to that claim. Cambodia, as a whole, is behind Vietnam in economic 
development and from my experiences there, I think the Vietnamese do look down on 
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Cambodians in a benevolent sort of way. Neither of the participants who brought up the 
joke were able, or perhaps willing, to explain its meaning beyond Cambodians having 
darker skin, but I wonder if a pejorative connotation about class is implicit in its delivery. 
Then again, perhaps the joke has only survived in the Tylorean sense – enduring in form 
but devoid of its original meaning.   
 Nonetheless, the link between Vietnamese-ness and light skin color did remain a 
part of study participants’ perspectives on the appearance of ethnic and cultural 
authenticity. All of the women interviewed expressed, to varying degrees, a sense of 
themselves as culturally hybrid individuals. They were proud of their ethnic heritage and 
adamant about expressing that pride, yet they also viewed themselves as women living in 
America, speaking English, attending University, watching TV, reading magazines, 
listening to music, and a host of other cultural experiences that came through in our 
conversations. While none of the women could say they “looked Vietnamese,” I can only 
speculate the meanings they make of that admission. It seemed their feelings on this issue 
were fluid, shifting by context; on the one hand, their visual ambiguity could be painfully 
felt within the Vietnamese community, but on the other, could facilitate belonging. 
Although their un-Vietnamese appearance grants them the freedom to identify as some-
kind-of Asian, which also seems to indicate more American, the hegemony of visual 
appearance, their Asian-ness, limits participants’ ability to move beyond this race 
category.  
 For some, the negative associations between their “dark” skin and their perception 
of themselves, either as Vietnamese or as beautiful, had clearly caused them some pain in 
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their lives. Yet, when I interviewed them, it seemed these women were trying their best to 
accept their appearance; they recognized their looks as “the way” they were. They 
certainly still exercised their right to play with appearance within the confines of “normal” 
cosmetic practices (makeup and fashion), but skin whiteners were not among the 
products that participants admitted using at the time of our interviews. Nevertheless, their 
awareness that Vietnamese culture, in Vietnam and the United States, condones and even 
promotes such a practice was evident, and several admitted to using or wanting to use 
lightening products at other points in their life.  
 While their skin color might have raised questions about the authenticity of their 
Vietnamese-ness, the women I interviewed found other ways to claim that identity, 
through language, community involvement, or simply in others’ recognition of their 
characteristically Vietnamese surname. I often wondered if their feelings of inauthenticity 
were tempered by the empowerment that ambiguity offered; they could be Vietnamese 
when they wanted to access that part of their identity, otherwise they could be someone 
or something else. The meanings attached to being Vietnamese in the United States are 
historically bound to a turbulent political discourse, so perhaps not conforming to that 
idealized image of Vietnamese femininity, in a way, is liberating for my interview 
participants. Their “failure” to meet the expectations of how a Vietnamese woman should 
look opens new possibilities for them to explore as Vietnamese-Americans, their lived 
experience of which continues to unfold. Perhaps these alternative futures also pose the 
possibility for re-constituting and re-constructing what it means to look and to be a 
Vietnamese woman in the United States.  
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 I concluded the main body of my thesis with Chapter Six, an analysis of a Pond’s 
television campaign that aired in Asia. In engaging my participants’ feedback on the ad, I 
felt a clear, conceptual divide was articulated between American-Vietnamese and the ad’s 
target audience in Vietnam. The few times I have chosen to invert how I express 
“Vietnamese-American” is not meant as an affront to participants’ ethnic authenticity, but 
helpful to express when their socialization within American culture came through most 
clearly. Given the emphasis mainstream culture places on consumption, it is no surprise 
that advertising was the domain in which American values were expressed the loudest. 
All but one of my participants had been back to Vietnam at an age when they could 
assess cultural difference, and yet, in spite of the blatant popularity of skin whitening 
products throughout Vietnam, the ad’s content and implications astonished all of my 
study participants.  
 The participants in my study did not use whitening products at the time of our 
interviews, but all were familiar with them, knew where they could be purchased, and 
could reference individuals in their lives who did use creams to lighten their skin. The 
insights they offer contribute to an understanding of the motivations behind skin 
lightening, but, of course, are only one piece of a very large puzzle. My analysis of 
Pond’s Flawless White was an effort to contextualize an effective promotional strategy 
directed at a large Asian market, as well as a prodigious global audience as reflected in 
the versions produced for India and Africa.  
 In Chapter Four, I expressed the advantage of adhering to normative expectations 
for appearance: when an individual maintains the norm, they do not have to fight at every 
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turn, and thus they foster their baseline mobility within the social field. On top of the 
norm, however, is the idealized expectation that women also be beautiful; beauty offers 
possibility beyond mobility and opens the door to increased agency and opportunity. The 
pinnacle of beauty, however defined, might not be possible for all women, but the 
discipline she enacts on her body to bring her closer to the ideal is rewarded in the 
species of capital she thus accumulates. Most women, on some level, are aware that 
beauty alone will not transport her from a slum to a mansion, and yet, I think a part of 
every woman wants to believe in its potential to do so. We are socialized by fairy tales, 
movies, novels, and advertisements to believe that the fair maiden, the damsel in distress, 
and the virtuous victim are real possibilities; it is a compelling image to buy into, that, 
with enough beauty and charm, somewhere a man on a white horse awaits. 
 Beauty is a seductive concept and besides its character of exclusivity does offer a 
kind of power that can trump other restrictions on women’s agency. That a mighty 
military imagines its downfall in the image of a beautiful, Vietnamese woman lends 
credence to beauty’s capacity to command. While I do not claim to consider women’s 
history to be one of great empowerment, recognizing that the female body has, for better 
or worse, always held sway over male institutions demonstrates an impenetrable truth –
for the very reason that they evoke admiration and pursuit, feminine beauty and women’s 
bodies are forces to be feared and contained. In terms of women’s equality, beauty is a 
double-edged sword, both strength and weakness. Since it is unlikely that this concept 
will ever be divorced from its association with women’s appearance, there needs to be a 
critical view of products that bolster beauty’s strength while weakening women’s bodies. 
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I take issue with big businesses who tap socialized images of beauty’s power to market 
products that hurt women’s health. Skin whiteners target consumers in ways that elevate 
some race-based characteristics and debase others. Without needing to understand why, 
when, or how beauty may empower women, we have an obligation to understand how it 
exploits them. Norms and ideals may exist independent of capitalist-driven social values, 
yet we do need to recognize that “collapsing race, old age, ugliness and disability into a 
particular type of aesthetic pathology…is the enterprising marketing strategy of the 
commercial bodies that stand to gain” (Dolezal 2010:368).  
 Pond’s Flawless White captures, very poignantly and convincingly, long 
established associations between beauty and life’s possibilities, and frames them within a 
context that is relatable for contemporary consumers; it offers the possibility of love, 
wealth, transnational travel, and, overall, happiness. It is “hope in a jar,” as Kathy Peiss 
titled her book, and whether American consumers “buy” the campaign or not, it remains 
that target audiences did and do. There are a multitude of products for sale in the global 
cosmetics industry that impact women’s health, however, skin whiteners represent not 
only a substantial portion of that industry, but an extremely volatile one for their potential 
to, quite literally, end a woman’s life. To my knowledge, Flawless White contains neither 
mercury nor hydroquinone and yet other products in the Unilever family do. I do not 
mean to scapegoat Pond’s, for certainly there are many other makers of whitening 
products that do more harm, but I do think the campaign offers American audiences a 
point on which to reflect - brands and brand images are not static. Contrary to my own 
belief about Pond’s, it is not just about enhancing women’s natural beauty; elsewhere, 
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very explicitly, it hopes to transform it. As Imani Perry comments, “buying and selling 
whiteness is a visual manifestation of structural inequality” (2005:580). Contrary to other 
forms of structural violence that individuals have no choice but to be subjects of, women 
bolster their own marginalization when they invest hard-earned and often hard-to-come-
by economic capital to lighten their skin.  
   The beauty business was entwined with biomedicine since its birth (Morag 2009, 
Peiss 1998, Stewart 2001) and, in the age of elective, cosmetic enhancement, modernity 
has forged new linkages between the pursuit of beauty and its creation. Medical 
anthropology has begun to explore the medicalizing of beauty and aesthetics in relation to 
cosmetic surgery (Edmonds 2010, Kaw 1991), but, in its studies of body 
commodification or commodities that damage the body, it has largely ignored the impact 
of cosmetic products. This is an important domain for two reasons. The first is that 
women are half of the world and the primary consumers of cosmetic products; if there are 
health fallouts, and there are, an already subjugated population endures the brunt of this 
impact. Secondly, even in the most powerful country in the world, the United States, 
there is little to no regulation of the chemical composition of cosmetic products (FDA 
2005). In spite of releasing warnings about lead in lipsticks and illegally imported 
whitening creams, the US Food and Drug administration does very little to investigate or 
restrict cosmetics companies (FDA 2011b). Suspending, for a moment, the intersections 
of race and class, the gendered consumption of this category of unregulated commodities 
is a form of structural inequality that our discipline has an obligation to query. When the 
global ideal is racialized and prolific myths of beauty’s power circulate in even the 
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poorest corners of the world, women marginalized by structural violence further entrench 
their suffering with the consumption of low-cost and high risk cosmetics commodities.  
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